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(sent Economy Air), Aus $95 Airmail.
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and sent to HGF A.
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Articles, photographs and illustrations
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and the HGFA Board reserve the right
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necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT
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be accompanied by the contributor's
name, address and HGF A number for
verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume
responsibility for the material or opinions presented in Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the
HGF A. Copyright in articles and other
contributions is vested in each of the
authors in respect oftheir contribution.
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Marie Jeffery
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Keep the articles coming!!
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best cover photo sent in. It can be a
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slide.
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Market Place ads are to be directed to the Editor.
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issues is applicable for commercial
operators.
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Half page
Quarter page

$225
$150
$75
$40

All ads must be paid in ad vance.
Layout, separations and e,,1ra work
incur additional costs.
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ADDRESSES
All correspondence, including membership renewals, short term memberships, rating forms and other
administrative matters should be sent
to:
Hang Gliding Federation Of
Australia
Executive Director:
Ian Jarman
PO Box 558
TUMUT NSW 2720
Tel (069) 472 888,
FxlAH Answer Machine 069 474328
President: Rohan Grant
002311112 H, 002 337638 W,
002 333311 Fax
Operations Manager
Craig Worth, PhlFx 065592713
Mobile : 018 657419
For informalion aboul site ratings.
sites and other local mailers, contact
the appropriate Slate association!
region or club.
Vice-president:
Andrew Humphries, 42 Cunningham
Tce, Daglish WA 6008, 09 3816053,
093882401 Fx, 018 917537
Secretary: Shaun Keene, PO Box
81 , Lyons ACT 2606, 06 2998792 H,
018697820 W
Treasurer: Mark Pike, PO Box 179,
Altona Nth Vic 3025, 052 821096 H,
052279348 W, 052279497 Fx
Board Member & Competitions
Committee contact: Paul Mollison,
8 Brown St, Adamstown NSW 2289,
049570216 H, 049 499199 W, 049
499395 Fx
Board Member: Michael Zupanc,
PO Box 507 Redbank Plains Qld
4301 , 078142113
Board Member: Robert Woodward,
38 Addison Rd, Black Forest SA
5035, 082977532 H, 082325405 W,
08 2240600 Fx
Board Member: David Lamont, PO
Box 6, Proserpine Qld 4800, 079
461157 H, 079 452575 Fx
Board Member & Women 's
Committee contact:
Jenny Ganderton, Boganol, Henry
Lawson Way, Forbes NSW 2871 ,
068 537220 H, 068 537220 Fx
Paragliding Convenor
Ken Mitchelhill, 14 Wills Ave,
Mount Waverley Vic 3149, 03
8879173 H, 03 2882497 W, 03
4162676 fax
PHG Committee Convenor: Kevin
Magennis, PO Box 291 Laurieton
NSW 2443, 018181071
PHG Registration: Neville Hoger,
Mackay 079577142 (Forward PHG
Registrations to HGFA OlTice, Tumut)
PHG Public Relations contact:
Paul Haines, Public Relations , 042
941031 phlfx/tam
Coaching Committee contact:
HGFA Operations Manager
States & Rt'gions
Southem Rt'gion NSW
25 Beverley Ave , Warilla NSW 2528
Pres. Janles Nathaniel (042) 971923
Northern NSW Region
Pres. Drule Snelling 02 9384420 W
029799069H

The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is a
member of Federation Aeronautique
Internationale (FAI) through the Australian Sport
Aviation Confederation (ASAC).
The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is
assisted by the Australian Sports Commission.
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COVER PHOTO
Jerry Stipek flying in the Bright area
CREDITS
Cartoons
Typing & Layout
Printer

Jules Makk, Phil Schroder
Marie Jeffery
Quality Plus, Ballina

Sec. Ian Dun can
029189962
093167628 W;
Treas. Glenn Salmon 029180091
Sec Jim Sherlock: 09 3285754 H, 09
4580710 W
ACTHGA
PO Box 3496, Malluka 2603
VkHGPA
Sec. Neil Bolton
062571899 W, 06 PO Box 400, Prahrrul 3181
2926310 H, 018 633219
Pres Rob Vrul Der Klooster: 052
Pres. Duncan Kelly
062805605 W,
223019 AH, 052 272523 BH;
062814556 H, 018 625091
Sec Tony Hughes: 052438245 AH,
SSO. Grant Heaney 062941466 H,
052641091 BH
015269376
TasHGA
Nth Qld:
14 Dresden St, Sandy Bay 7005. Sec.
12 Van Eldik Av, Andergrove Q
James Freeman: 002253952 H
SAHGA
4740. Pres. Dave Lrunont: 079
461157; SeclTrs: Ron Huxhagen
1 Sturt St, Adelaide SA 5000
079552913
Ph 08 2130660, Fax 08 2117115
HGAWA
Sec. Steve HoetTs : 08452487 H, 08
PO Box 82, South Perth 6151
2595991 W, Fax 082597115 W
Pres Danny B)TI1e : 09 3872893 H,
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SSO.Heinz Gloor
064567171

CLUBS
Queensland
Cairns HG Club
Pres Luke Walker
070514659
015675109
Sec Anton Rath
070537149
Treas. Nadine Condon
070531877
Vice Pres Nev Akers
070512438
Capricorn
Skyriders Club Inc
Pres Brian Hampson
079226527
Sec Geoff Craig
079923137
Brian Smith
079287858
Canungra HG Club Inc
Pres. Dave Staver
075435631
Sec. Kate Stevenson
073663524H
073973377W
SSO. Ken Hill
075435631
Gladstone HG Club
PO Box 478
Gladstone Q 4680
Pres. Colan McGree

079722477
018770912
Sec. Sandra Gemmell
079750232
Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Qld)
Pres. Graeme Hall
074497490 w
V ice-Pres Steve Johnson
074461206
Sec. Pat Roberts
074415206
Treas Peter Roberts
074471121
SSO.Dave Cookman
074498573
Townsville HG Assoc Inc
Pres & SSO Graeme
Etherton
077724467
Vice-Pres Gary Rogers
077 792645
SeclTreas Andrea Phillips
077 799299H
Whitsundays HG Club
Pres. Greg Gunning
079598445
Sec & SSO Ron Huxhagen
079552913

New South Wales

042941656

Byron Bay HG Club Inc
Pres Joe Barton
066803229
Sec & SOS Peter Aitken
066856168
meet lst Wed 7pm ea
month Bangalow Bowling
Club
Central Coast HG Club
(NSW)
Pres Russell Skillen
018404254
Sec Mark Steele
043321277
Treas Mick Hoipo
043282871
SSO Ian Duffy
018439612
2nd Wed The Entrance
RSL Club 7.30 pm

Cudgegong Valley HG
Club
Sec. Mark Cafe
063791310
SSO. Bruce Barcham
063791310
Great Lakes HGC Inc
Pres. Jim Parsons
065554077
Sec Steve Tinson
065558091
065545700 W
SSO. Bob Barnes
065 540416

Central West HG Club
Pres Len Paton
068537220
Sec. Jenny Ganderton
068511533
Tres. Mark Madden
063622927
Ch risti an Flyers
Ian Lobb
Stan well Park

Lower Blue Mts HG
Club Inc
Pres. David Middleton
026236961
Sec. Neil Glennon
SSO. Nigel Felton
026282609
Mid North Coast HG
Assoc(NSW)
Pres. Paul Hazelgrove
018657366
Sec & SSO. Lee Scott
065 565265
Ben Leonard
065 821966
Newcastle HG Clu b
Pres Simon Lewis
018689243
Sec Bill Olive
049213804 W
"PG" Ian Ladyman
049498946
SSO Ross Duncan
049431900
meet last Wed Souths
Leagues Club

IIlawarra Hang
Gliding Club Inc
Meet: Mountain Top
Cafe, Mt Keira 1st Wed
Pres George Barrie
042855567
Sec Warwick Kelly
042261707
SSO. James Nathaniel
042261377

Northern Beaches HG
Club Inc (Sydney)
Pres: Jim Allen
029711715 H
Sec: Michael Powell
029188187
SSO. Forrest Park
024502674

Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
ProAnne McRitchie
064576041
Sec. Allan Lehepuu
018484123

~----------------------------------------------------------------------------,

Hang Gliding Federation of Australia
PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720
Ph: 069-472888, Fx: 069-474328
HGFA Merchandise - Support your sport!
Official HGFA T-shirt featuring breast pocket, colour logo and quote on the back $19.95
9.00
Cap
6.95
Leat.'ler Key Ring - metal with full colour enamel logo
4.95 •
Metal Lapel Badge
2.00
Car stickers
Embroidered badge
2.95
••• Topographic maps for all areas at discount prices •••

Please add $2.50 pp for all orders. Discounts available for bulk purchases.
Cheque, money order, bankcard, visa and mastercard accepted, phone orders welcome. Actual prices may vary from those shown. Terms : payment
with order. Delivery 14 days when ex stock.

HGFA Schedule of Fees
12 months (FULL) Membership
. (SA) 12 mths FULL membership
r:vv A) 12 mths FULL Membership
PHG Pilots Operational Levy
Additional Family Member (12 months)
Rejoining Administration Fee
Short Term Membership (4 months)
Visiting Pilot Membership (4 months)
TriaVInstructional Flight (TIF) 10 Days total available through instructors only
• (12 issues)"Skysailor" Subscription (Nonfly)
Overseas (sent SAL)
Overseas (Sent Airmail)
FA! Licence
PHG Ops Manual
Comps Manual
Tow Manuals

$125
$135
$130
$20
$50
$25
$45
$45
$15
$50
$65
$95
$5
$15
$10
$5

Sydney HG Club
Pres Dick Heffer
023872613
Treas John Trude
024166758
Sec Sieve Hocking
023274484
Sydney PG Club
Pres Tim Gearing
02681725
Sec Rob Fakes
015237565
Treas Tony Hudson
025701130
SSO Mark Mitsos
042674570
Tamworth/Manilla
HGC
Andrew Pepper
067654520
Richard Riley
067821073
067821267
SSO.Pat Lenders
067729272
Upper Blue Mts
HG Club
Pres Glen Thompson
063531239
Sec. Lucas Trihey
047871480

Victoria

.
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Stanwell Park Club
PO Box 258
Helensburgh NSW 2508
Pres. Rob Fakes
015237565
Sec. Karen Lederer
042942273
Treas. Ian Lobb
SSO. Mark Mitsos
042949065, 018 864083
meet 7.3Opm 1st Sun
ea month Helensburgh
Workers ' Cl ub

Eastern HG Club
Pres. Lance Sheppard
059623570 H
Sec. John Carter
037285203 H

SSO Harry Summons
059646055 H
Meet 3rd Wed York-OnLilydale, Lilydale
North East Victoria
HG Club Inc
Pres & SSO John Adams
057544945
Sec John Schilling
057522694
Treas David Romeril
057562216
PG SSO Geoff While
057501244
Club meets 1st Saturday
ea month Bright Shire
Offices 7.30 pm
Southern HG Club
Pres. Mike Slape
035438331 AH
1st Tues Anchor & Hope
Tav Church St Richmond
Sky High PG Club
Pres Jeremy Torr
037702775
Sec. Hamish Barker
038884863
1st Wed ea month Retreat Holel
226 Nicholson St
Abbotsford
Western Victorian
Hang Gliding Club
Pres. Trevor Crud in
037478752
Tres. Phillip Campbe ll
053428569
Sec. Nicole Shalders
053492174
SSO. Rohan Holtkamp
053492845
Club meets last Sat ea
month at Golden Age
Hotel Beaufort

Western Australia
Avon Valley Hang Gliding Club
Pres. David Drabble
093071816
Vice Pres. Rob Stevenson
093647872
Sec. Mike Field
094097903
Treas. Michael Derry
093415271
Cloud Base Paragliding
Club Inc
Pres Evan Williams
094585454
Sec Mike Annear
094585454
Meet 1st Mon, JB
O'Reilley 's, West Leederville
Bastion Sky Bums
Wyndham WA
Sec. Steve Prior
091611269 H
09161\043 W
09161\279 fax
Dalwallinu HG Club
Pres. Jonathan Back
093418328 H
093817094 W
Sec Mark Thompson
093506750 H
0949 16949 \V
The Great Sandy
Desert HG Club
Pres. Ian Sallie
091798487 H
Sec Joe Langford
09 17986 55 H
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Hi once again ... these months come
around faster all the time! Once again a
magazine full of good reading material. The
quality of articles has been excellent; many
thanks to you all. On that note, next month I
will publish a list of those articles since the
January issue chosen to receive the $\00
prize for best article each month . Stay
tuned ...
The articles this issue cover such a wide
range of topics from setting world records, to
local flying both hang gliding and paragliding, aero towing, a parachute deployment,
searching for new sites and a discussion on
hang glider design. I have also reprinted two
articles, one of which is a very interesting
piece on a thermal searching theory and the
other is the third part on paragJider evolution.
No doubt one of the most thought provoking issues would be Gerry Gerus '
thoughts on the format of our competitions.
He raises some very valid points about the
increasing number of foreign pilots at our
competitions as well as the quite high level
of skill of our top professional pilots.

There is no longer the incentive for the
good club pilot to pay his money at competitions to support the top people. It can be
argued that he/she is paying for the opportunity to learn and test skills against the best,
but perhaps there needs to be more reward
than that. As Gerry says, a lot of experienced
club pilots cannot afford to have the latest in
gliders and accessories. But they would still
like to compete at one or two comps a year
and not come away feeling that their skill
level is pathetic in comparison with professional pilots. I would refer you to an article
titled 'Mr Average' that was written by Spanish Joe and reprinted in May 1993 Skysailor.
Without the Mr Averages there would be no
competitions.
My thoughts on this subject also turn to
the other end of the spectrum. That of the
intermediate pilot, who quite often gets forgotten in the numbers at competitions, especially those run by larger clubs . We shouldn' t
forget to give these pilots as much incentive
and encouragement, by way of prizes and
assistance because they are the future competitors. Invest in them and you invest in
competition future .
The sub-editor' s (Greg Wilson) comments on Gerry ' s article:
There are also many pilots who have been
flying a long time and only do I or 2 comps
a year. The results from these are not enough

~~&~
1995-96
April 1995
29,30-1 May Inglewood Flyin, SE Queensland
Marie Jeffery
066 280356
May 1995
HGFA National Instructor Conference '95
16-21
National Sport Aviation Centre, Wangaratta
Aerodrome, Wangaratta Victoria
June 1995
Social flyin , Eungella NQld
9-12
Rob Saliba 079 584509
Prospective Instructors' Course, Laurieton NSW
20-22
Craig Worth ph/fx 065 592713 or 018 657419
September
ElUlgeUa '95 .
23-1 Oct
Rob Saliba 079 584509
November 1995
2-7
Flyright Challenge, Rutherford Airfield, NSW
National weightshift aircraft competition.
Contact Chris or Johrume 018 490622
January 1996
5Ul Women ' s World Chrunpionships, Mt Beauty
26-10 Feb
Contact Ian Jannan 069 472888 or
Jolm Adruns 057544945
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to make A grade . Some of these people regularly win B grade trophies. Maybe we should
consider moving any pilot who comes in the
top 3 B grade at a major comp to A grade.
Also, with the increasing age of our more
"seasoned" pilots, a Masters grade would be
an extra incentive to keep them flying comps.
As Gerry says, let's get some debate
happening on this matter.

Until next month, blue skies ...

Marie Jeffery

LJpdATE YOUR ElECTRONic TOW METER TO
SERiES

#4 wiTH

A NEW AlUMiNiuM

lOAd cEll ANd swiVEl ANd iNTERNAl
ElECTRONics.
YOUR old lOAd cEll CAN bE
STill USEd AS A SpARE.

SENd

$ 7~ widt

YOUR METER TO:

DENis CUMMiNGS
COAST AviONics
PO Box 741
BYRON BAY NSW 2481
NORT~

Pit/fAX 066

8~6287

METER RETURNEd PROMpTly
by EXPRESS POST.

Also: "01' EAGlE EYES" fliG~T GlAsSES
ANd Skybox VARioMETERS

FAI Stats
Re-printed from March '95 Skywings
Interesting statistical information compiled by the FAI for 1993
shows 116,622 hang glider and paraglider pilots world-wide
(more accurately the numbers logged by FAI-member national
associations - the true figure is probably higher), outnumbering
sailplane pilots (106,881 ) and second only to aeromodelling
(380,01 2 adherents) and home-built aeroplanes (148,934).
Also interesting are the relative fatality rates of different air
sports: in 1993 hang gliding and paragliding shared a rate of
0. 81 fatalities per 1,000 participants, world-wide. According to
the FAt's statistics, an astonishing total of 95 people lost their
lives in hang gliding and paragliding accidents in 1993. This
was a greater number than that of any other FAI air sport,
although the fatality rates were far higher in rotorcraft flying
(8.15 fatalities per 1,000 participants), aerobatics with aeroplanes (1 .88 per 1,000) and parachuting (1. 1 5 per 1,000), and
a little higher in ordinary powered aeroplane flying (0.83 per
1,000). While comparison of these rates should be made cautiously due to the wide range of sample sizes and collation
methods and the unknown factor of hours flown, the hard fact
of losing 95 fellow free fliers in a year is a grim statistic. One
day someone will do reliable research to see just how these
figures measure up against climbing, skiing, sailing, horse-riding and motor sports, among others. Uke the sea, the sky rarely
forgives .
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Sydney and the organisers of the Flatlands who
returned my entry fee without being prompted.
Fly safe
Giles Patterson

Dear Marie
I recently had to repair a Powered Hang
Glider. This has the reputation for being a long
and drawn out repair process that usually takes
weeks, even months to do.
I'm glad to say that thanks to John Oliver
at Sky Cycles we had the major spare parts to
the wing and the trike base on the same day that
the incident happened! •
Also the sail repair
took less than a week to
send away and be returned, meticulously repaired thanks to Alan
Daniels at Wing tech Pty
Ltd.
I highly reconunend
the above 2 companies f~r
their promptness and efficiency. Also it didn' t cost
an arm and a leg for the
repair work! The only
slow part was me putting
it all back together again.
Thanks guys.
Stephen RufJels

Dear Editor

others, imagination, whet our appetites and extend the regions of our knowledge.
Many thanks again to all who share their
views and choose to record, in print, their words
for all to enjoy.
Keep it up ... the standard is excellent!
Cheers
Jules Makk, 53335

Letters to the Editor
Check That Base
Bar
In the enclosed
photo of a base bar you
will note a crack that
was quite large before it
was felt by the pilot in
flight. It was not found
during pre-flight because it was on the bottom.
Maybe the preflights were not as thor• ough as one might
expect. This must be
why manufacturers put
~ safety wires in base
bars.
H was a very old
base bar sustaining
many a broken upright
and rough handling.

Thanks to Paul
Cleland for your inspiraRex Lookout, Cairns, FN Q/d - photo Phill Britton
tional story and dedication about "Tim Travers" . I'm sure we'll all
Dear Marie
Ross Hanna/ani
have something to keep with us in our experiTIus is just a short note to say thanks to all
ence from times gone by and to load expectaMarie
those who helped out during my accident at the
tions of hope for the future.
Bogong Cup. The effort put in on the scene by
I have thought of a name and symbol and I
Thanks also to Neva Bull whose account of John Schilling, Colin (the doctor), the two Pehoped you would pass it on to those interested.
the Chelan comp was concise and colourful.
ters, Tim, Martin and Tascha, as well as the Mt
I suggest the name Australian Flyillg Willg
The story on the Canungra Classic by Gordon
Beauty Bush Fire Brigade was fantastic. I hope
Association.
Bieske involved my attention and enthusiasm,
I did not miss anyone out.
The philosophy behind the name is Austraespecially for someone like me who is a reF or those interested in the gory details I
lian because that is after all where we live;
cently transplanted local. Stories and articles by
ended up with bits and pieces broken on two
Flying Wing because it describes what our
members of the HGFA stoke my, and many
vertebrae, six broken ribs at the back and a
aircraft do yet still shows distinction from the
number of broken
other similar aviation pursuits of parachuting
ribs at the front.
and sailplanes, ie:
Luckily they were
Parachutists these days do use an airfoil but
all diagnosed as
it is not intended that the airfoil lift from terra
minimally disfmna and fly around the sky. Rather tlley intend
placed and stable. I
to ' fly to tile ground in a controllable way ',
was tentatively
Therefore I would not describe a parachute as
walking around
a flying wing . It is more a steerable landing
about four days afcraft.
ter the accident; it's
Sailplanes are of course capable of almost
amazing how much
all our aircraft can do (alUlOugh it would be
pain those physios
interesting to see a ridge soaring sailplane!), On
in hospital can get
the other hand, sailplanes don ' t have one wing;
you to put up with!
they very defmitely have two with a fuselage in
I would also
between.
like to thank Glen
Association because tllis word, by dictionSalmon for bringary defmition , means' a group of people having
ing my kite back to
a common purpo se or interest',
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This word caused me a little grief because
I am not legally qualified to be able to determine if we are in facta 'Federation' . In any case
I hate the word(!) but we may still have to use
it.
Our Symbol The symbol we use has all
the elements to identify us and what we do. It
would simply need the name changed, to remove the lines in the outer circle and to get rid
of the globe. Why get rid of the globe? Let's
face it - anyone who doesn't know where on the
globe Australia is located should think seriously about another sport. Tennis perhaps.
Regards,

Steve Klomp

Dear Editor
I read Rick Harper 's letter to the editor in
December's issue with keen interest. I agree
emphatically with Rick that most accidents
would be attributed to pilot error. After all, there
are few documented cases of aircraft taking
over their own control and hijacking the pilot(s).
Almost every time I fly, I witness an accident or incident that I never see documented for
other pilots to examine (and learn).
However, on my last flight, I almost would
have certainly been documented in the obituary
columns myself. This was due to self inflicted
bad judgement; a mistake; a lack of understanding; a poor decision; an inappropriate manoeuvre all of which fall into the category of
PILOT ERROR.
I was at the Victorian coastal site of Spion
which is rated as Novice. I am rated as Advanced. The wind was 8-10 knots straight on
but picked up to a steady 13-15 knots after a
long wait during the afternoon. Several birds
soared past so I decided to launch (first).
As conditions were light for most ofthe day
and no one had launched, despite two previous
air testings by other pilots, it was upper most in
my mind to max out height on my first beat right
(some 100m). I took a long run off and held the
glider down on the ground till I reached the
bracken at the end of the launch area. This long
take off run converted into instant height which
I believed I might need to get up and stay up.
I then let the bar right out to trim to fw1her
maximise ground clearance. I continued to
minimum sink position and established a good
50 feet ground clearance. It was at tlus point
that I reached the end of the 100 metre length
of the flfSt beat. I decided to ir.itiate a flat yaw
turn that I had read about in a Pagen book (and
used often).
As I applied the adverse yaw technique the
glider responded slowly to eventually commence a left hand turn. However, it stopped
tuming. I pushed the bar out and centred in a
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punching type of motion, which I also read in
a Pagen book.
Yes! The glider continued to turn left. I
counter corrected but the glider continued to
turn left. I high sided and pulled in. The glider
still turned left and was now heading towards
the hill face and gaining speed. I 1eant through
the A-frame and grabbed the right hand downtube and wrenched it back with both hands for
all I was worth. The glider continued to dive left
and the hill and bracken were right below me
and racing by at high speed.
In a split second I contemplated being
smeared over the hill face. I was gone. The
glider and me would be collected in a small
plastic carry bag and the disintegrated remains
could be disposed of in a big bin on the foreshore.
I pushed the bar out before impact in the
hope of slowing the glider to assist retrieval of
my body without the use of an excavator as I
figured my head would be plunged at least one
metre below the ground at this speed. But to my
shock and amazement, the glider wanged over
and settled into ridge soaring flight as I scrambled to regain my physical position and mentally adjust to life and flight after a perceptiblely
hopeless predicament.
I regained height but flew out to land as I
was quite shaken from the experience. I sat on
the beach till my friends arrived and tried to
ascertain what had happened.
It wasn't until I was IS minutes from home
(some 6 hours later) that I fully recalled all the
decisions and inputs that I made on that 2.5
minute flight.
I studied all my Pagen books when I got
home to fmd the answers in terms of the flight
theory.
The overview is that I put too many inappropriate manoeuvres together, induced an inside wing stall, commenced a dive, recovered
with a mirJ.i wing over and escaped a seemingly
fatal predicament.
The theory running around in my head
caused me to get into this position. TIle Pagen
books did not emphasise the potential life
threatening consequences of the manoeuvres
when ridge soaring the presumablely safe
coast. Flying at stall point prior to a turn does
stall your glider when you initiate a turn.
There are two main pints I wish to make to
other pilots:
1. There is safety in speed. I will always fly
with speed when near the ground in future,
and especially prior to turning.
2. Re-acquaint yourselves with all manoeuvres with ample ground clearance, if you do
not fly every week, to minimise PILOT
ERRORS.
I am sending this article to Dennis Pagen
for his assessment in terms of his various chapters on the associated matters as I believe some
of the Pagen theory is more oriented to inland
flying.

George Cross

*
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:PROP5!
Aft at factory direct pricing.

IVO PROPS
•

fh"

lights.'.

'ough".'. mOil' effl-

I
I
I

elen'. C\ul"ell' ami
.m~h••' run- I

"'"

nlng propeller avanable"

Ivo Prop Corp
Compo&ite
de&ign.
varla!>le pitch !>Iades
easily ground adJusta!>le. (no protracwr
n=:je.:i)
I:>eautiful
high gl06s finish with
pollshe.:i metal leaaing e.:ige protection.
Gloss I7lack: stan.lara. Size :36"- 72".

3 BLADE ...

I
I
I
I
I
I

2 BLADE ..•

$595
$455

'95 moael
'95 model

AEROFIf3RE - f3ROLGA
What a great prop. stronger than the Ivo
prop. over 400 sola I Carl>on f1!>re design.
varla!>1e pitch. testea to CAO 101.55 stan·
aaras. As~ al>out the wide chora ver&ion for
Rota>< 3:1 gearl>oxes. Made in Australia.

60"

68"

$690 $790
$780 $890

36LADE
46LADE

WARP DRIVE
The hea-..y duty prop for hea-..y duty conditions. strong machined hu!> and leading edge
protection availal7le. 2. 3 & 4 "'ades. l.:Ieal
for high horsepower applications.

Call for ~e5t price!
It's Important ... Buy the propeller
that will l7est suit YQ!!r needs.

1995. UFM CATALOGUE
OUT NOW - ASK FOR
YOUR fEg COpy!!
Orders t>y phone OK.
Ma5tercara. Visa
or C.o.D. also OK.
Sales sul>Ject W normal
UFM sales agreement.
rrices ,\uoted tax exempt.

Ban~cara.

ULTRALIGHT
FLYING MACHINES
5UN6URY AiRfiELD.
SUN6URY, VIC, 3429.
(O~) 4~1

- 21~1 & 744 - 1305

204 HR FAX (03) 0431-1&69
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Canberra Air Fair

Australian Competitions
Sunbury Airfield Open Day & Fly-in
Sunday 23 April 1995
RAAF Musewn aircraft on display, ultralight aircraft flights, Tiger
Moth flights, flying competitions, club BBQ, free hot coffee.
Trial instructional flights available in a Drifter or Skyfox. Jabiru
available for inspection. Located 8 \an north of Sunbury on Riddell Road.
For details phone David Wonson 03 4322272 H, Grant Knox 03
3384993 H, Sunbury Airfield 037441305

Barossa Birdmen Flyin, SA

20-21 May 1995
A flyin for warbirds and sports aircraft; Aircraft owners and other
interested persons are invited to participate.
A compact flying program will be conducted on both days between
0900 hours and 1600 hours. As well as joy rides, a series of "How To"
workshops aimed at both the general public, eg "How to get involved in
aviation" and the aviation sector, eg "How to reduce feedback in VHF
radios".
Subject to CAA approval, a temporary VFR lane will be established
in the Canberra control zone to facilitate entry and exit to Canberra
Airport for those aircraft not fitted with transponders.
Profits will go to the local assisting Rotary Clubs for charity purposes.
Further inquiries should be made to John Hogan, phone 062474393
or to the Air Coordinator, Allan Taylor, phone 06 288 6311.

Eungella Interclub Flyin
9-12 June 1995
Contact Rob Saliba Eungella Chalet for further details 079 584509

Eungella 1995, North

13-15 May 1995
Where: Truro Flats Airpark
Saturday: Arrival day, general flying
Sunday: Colebri attempts, time trial, navigation trial, presentation of
trophies
Monday: General flying
For information in reference to fuel and accommodation and any
questions you may have contact Ian Shaughnessy 085 231751 .

Q~1nsland

23 September -1 Odober 1995
National ladder points, cash prizes. Contact Rob Saliba Eungella
Chalet for further details 079 584509

Flyright Challenge
2-7 November 1995
A national weightshift aircraft competition to be held at Rutherford
Airfield, NSW. Contact Chris or Johanne 018490622 for further details.

Overseas Competitions
Canadian National Hang Gliding Championships
Lumby BC Canada

TRIKE or MICROLIGHT FLIGHT TRAINING

May 14-221995
Meet Director Leo Salvas, Box 416 Lumby BC Canada VOE 2GO Ph
1-604-547-2422, FAX 1-604-547-2420.

1995 Tahiti Open Hang Gliding Championship
25-28 May and 3-5 June 1995
Acconunodation and meals can be provided at a reasonable cost. Contact
Serge Mainonte, BP 410 I Papeete Tahiti , fax : 689 58 21 68 .
CONSIDER THIS",
01 FLlt;HTS' 'Trike Converllon Course' for HANt; t;UDER,
PARAGLIDER, Ul1RAUGHT, GLIDER or GENERAL AVIAT10N PILOTS
With just 10 hourslndruetlon , convert to YOUR
TRIKE PILOT CERTlFICATE for just $7~, in 1 WEEK- ". 'YES' I

Cl Week Intensive Course ' or' Individually designed programme' )

AND Get All This:•
•
•
•

10 Hrs. In-Flight Instruction
•
5Hrs . Theory & All Br1eflrgs
•
Training Notes
•
Exam papers: Rules of Air &
•
Basic Aeronautical Knowledge.

PHG Insurance Levy
PHG Ops Manual, binder & log ook
HGFA student Pilot Certificate"
HGFA Pilot Certificate"
(,Conditions Apply)

AND
A Com

Imenta

AND
YOU GET all t his FREE when you buy a New Trike through 01 FLIGHTS

ALSO AVAILABLE
20 Hr. PILOT CERTIFICATE COURSE & EXTENDED OPS for $1500"
AERO-TOWING & AERO-TOWING ENDORSEMENTS
TRIKE SALES Airborne, Pegasus, Mainair
On Airfield ACCOMMODAT10N
AIRCRAFT HIRE for S50/Hr . Wet
TRIAL INSTRUCTIONAL FLIGHTS from $25 & TIF GIFT VOUCHERS
'So, come to ADELAIDE and fly 'On the EDGE' with

OZ FUGHTS AVIATION.
"ADELAIDE'IS mOISt acc.sslble Tdk. School

8

1-9 July, June 29-30 practice days
Sponsorship has been arranged. A fly-in will run concurrently with
the nationals with numerous planned social and eying activities. Registration fee: Competition - $300 ($270 before May I), Flyin - 9 day pass
$150, 5 day pass $100, 3 day pass $60 discoWlt for early registration. Ed.
note: Some accommodation phone numbers available from Skysailor.
Further infonnation contact Bill Gordon (509) 4933593 or Joe Gluzinski (909) 9438664.

Barossa Valley Tda/lmtructlonal FII htVoucher

This Package Is valued at $ 1143. Now specially gifted to YOU for just $750
Save a lmost $400 b enrollin in OZ FLIGHTS Trike Conversion COlIse

•
•
•
•
•
•

1995 US Paragliding Nationals
Chelan Washington

aW.ek"

Ager 1995 World Hang Gliding Championship
1-15 July 1995

Golden XC Classic, Canada
July 23-291995
Contact Ron Bennett 339 Hawkhill PI. NW Calgary AB T3G 3HT, Fax
403-221-6953

International Speed Gliding Competition
(Hang Gliding)
Date: Practice Days: Fri 21st to Sun 23rd July 1995 inclusive
Competition Days: Mon 24th to Sun 30th July 1995 inclusive

SKYSAILOR

Prize giving: Sunday 30th July 1995
Venue: Tor-y-Foel, Talybont-on-Usk, Breeon, Powys, Wales, Great Britam
For further infonnation: Mr Murray Rose, Airsport Associates, Tyle
Llwyd, Llanfrynach, Brecon, Powys, Wales, Great Britain LD3 8PG.
TeUfax: +44 1874 665 481 .

Canadian National Paragliding Championships
A ugust 5-7 1995
Contact Vincene Muller Box 2 Site 13 RR#2 Cochrane AB Canada TOL
OWO, 1-403-932-6760

Altai Cup, Siberia
18-27 JUlie 1995
For more infonnation please contact: Vladimir Mitin, President of
the Altai HG Association, 69 Lenin Prospekt, POB 67,656015 Bamaul ,
Russia. Phone: (3852) 22-1487; Fax: (3852) 26-0897; 24-7560; Telex:
233128 PTB SU, or in Australia contact John Elliott 065 689060 W,
695498 H before 8.30 pm or fax 065 689024 for comp rules and
accommodation details.

Paragliding World Cup 1995
Calendar
Zillertal
24-28 May '95
Monida Eberharter, Gleitschirmclub Zillertal,
Dorfplatz 3a, A-6280 ZELL 1M ZILLERTAL, Austria. Tel: ++43 5282
2281 , Fax: ++43 5282 2281-80 or 4346
Pied ra hita
15-21 July '95
Steve Ham, Centro de Vuelo, Travesia Duque de Alba 2,

05500 PIEDRAHITA, Avila, Spain. TellFax: ++34 20 3622 15, Mobile: ++34 06 62 \0 13
Gstaad
25-30 July '95
Victor Steimle, OC Paragliding World Cup '95 in Gstaad-Saanenland,
c/o Gleitschinnc1ub Wassemgrat, Postfach 346, CH-3780 GSTAAD,
Switzerland. Tel: ++41 3046265, Fax: ++41 3049336
Avoriaz
14-20August '95
Open International deParapente,c/o CRM, \3 rue de laBruyere, F-92120
MONTROUGE, France. Tel: ++3346560606, Fax: ++33 46560508
St And re
4-10 September '95
Franrrois Gerin Jean, Aerogliss , 04170 ST ANDRE-LES-ALPES ,
France, Tel: ++33 92891130, Fax: ++33 92890236

PRE-PWC 1995 CALENDAR
Valle de Bravo (Mexico)
4-14 May '95
Miguel Gutierrez, Las Alas del Hombre, Apdo Postal 228, VALLE DE
BRAVO 52100, Mexico . TellFax: ++5272622176
G ranada
7-10June '95
Club de Parapente Draco, Hotel La Bella Maria, Ctra. Sierra NevadaKm
8, 18190 PINOS GENIL , Granada, Spain. Tel: ++34 58488560 , Fax:
++ 34 58 488726
L inzhou
14-20 September '95
Mr Wu Yingcheng, Aero Sports Federation of China, 9 Tiantan Neidongh, BEIJING 100061 , China. Tel: ++86 I 7027804nO 11177 ext.
2325, Fax: ++86 I 7027804n025289

*

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

••
••
••
• We need room for new stock so we're clearing our
slightly used, demo, competition and rental gliders at
••• very
generous prices.
•

••
••
••
•
•••

:
•

Following a busy summer we have Gyro, Aero, Foil B, :
Combat, and Desires. Priced from $1000 to $3750.
•

•

Call and check out the bargains.

••
••
•

1/189 Parkes Street, Helensburgh, NSW 2508. Phone 042 942 052

•

••
••
•

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Operations Manager's
Report
Latest word is that after completion
of three rounds at the Paragliding
Worlds in Japan the Aussies are going well, with Fred Gungl in the top
ten and the team sitting in sixth place

ISafety must not be

- good on ya boys!! Our paragliding

compromised for the

team has seen a steady climb up the

sake of convenience'

international rankings over recent
years, indicative of the increasing talent in our paragliding ranks.
Congratulations are also warranted to
Charly Fellay for his win at the Paragliding
Nationals. Rick Duncan too, is defmitely back
on the winning trail with his NSW State Title
victory. Craig Koomber also deserves a pat on
the back; he won't stay long in B grade with his
second place at Manilla following up his good
showing at the Flatties.

SPEED TO FLY
Several paragliding friends have pointed
out that in past reports I have advised maintaining adequate flying speed to allow for turbulence on landing approach, particularly when
conditions (or surrounding hazards) may indicate probable turbulence. Apparently when flying a paraglider in this situation, the top speed
of the wing is not appropriate. It is necessary to
keep on some brake to increase the internal
pressure of the wing, thus reducing tlle likelihood of a frontal collapse. The degree of brake
required will vary dependant on the situation
and the canopy. Pilots who may be uncertain as
to the amount of brake required for varying
situations should consult tlleir instructor.

DEFECT REPORTING

Specialising in all
makes & models
of
hang glider sails

Coil Andrew
018046865
19 Tatura Ave
North Gosford NSW 2250
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No matter what we fly, we are obliged, both
legally and morally, to alert our fellow fliers
should problems with our aircraft or associated
equipment develop. Due to engine vibration
and power associated loadings to airframes,
powered aircraft are generally more prone to
problems. I therefore have recently circulated
Defect Report Forms to all registered trike
owners. This is a basic form, designed to facilitate reporting of any problem, or potential problem, to enable Safety Notices to be issued with
any necessary remedial recommendations. Obviously any defect in any aircraft should be
reported, be it powered or not.
We are very fortunate that all our Australian
hang gliding and ttike manufacturers have
demonstrated that they are quick to follow up
any such problems with appropriate action.

PLATFORM LAUNCH WARNING ·
A problem surfaced recently when a pilot
using a platform launch tow system connected
the nose of the glider to the vehicle by hooking

a ring into the nose wire catch on his Xtralite.
The Xtralite uses a sprung wire gate to hold the
nose wire. This system is totally appropriate for
the use for which it is designed - in flight there
is little or no pressure in a forward direction.
When the glider was anchored by this fitting,
resultant forward forces sprung the gate and
caused the nose wires to come adrift. Luckily
the pilot was able to safely land the glider
without the nose wires attached.
When attaching the nose of the glider
when platform launching, this should be
achieved by attaching a loop or strap around
the keel rather than using the nose wire
attachment or the nose wire itself.

ACCIDENTS
1. Another report has just come in of a low
time trike pilot hitting a tree on approach to land
in a confmed paddock. He had taken off from
the same paddock, but on landing suffered serious injuries when he fell to the ground after
clipping the tree. This makes three similar accidents in Australia in the last twelve months,
where low airtime pilots have come to grief
trying to land in tight paddocks. The minimum
recommended length of a trike strip is 320
metres. There are plenty of sufficiently sized
paddocks around, more often than not it is for
the sake of convenience that less than desirable
strips are used. Here I go again: "SAFETY
MUST NOT BE COMPROMISED FOR
THE SAKE OF CONVENIENCE".
2. Yet another report has come of an Advanced pilot attempting to turn back to his point
of take-off after a low weak link: break. This
pilot was very lucky not to injure himself. Immediately the weak link: broke he rolled the
glider, with the glider still climbing - nose high.
This stalled one side ofthe wing and by the time
he regained partial control he was headed cross
tailwind with no height. TIle keel and leading
edge hit first, breaking tllese bars and several
battens. (Please refer to the last sentence in
preceding accident report.)
3. A paragliding incident report to hand
from an advanced pilot warrants printing: "I
was flying along the ridge in mixed dynamic/thermic lift. Flew through 100 fpm lift
bubble, 100' above take-ofT. Very sharp turbulence led to 70% collapse of wing. Wing tOOled
180· very fast. Wing partially reinflated, by this
time the risers had a half twist. Untwisted risers
and while I was doing this the wing had surged
approximately 80-90· from vertical. Now below take-off, more tll1l11 50% of the wing Uu!n
collapsed as a result of the surge. Decided to
throw the reserve due to low height. Good
throw, reserve opened quickly, landed on a
small pine tree on slope, fell over. Landing was
about as hard as jlunping ofT a table . Smiled."
This accident occurred in sUlTuner conditions, reinforcing the need to be very cautious
when flying at low altitude in strong convection.
Fly safely,
Craig Worth

*
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The econd Time
In Desert
BY
TOMAS SUCHANEK
The little town Hillston appeared on
the hang gliding map in December '93
when pilots of our Safari Team made 3
flights over 300 kms and Australian
Drew Cooper pushed his Xtralite 147
up to 427 kms open distance flight.
These results convinced us to come
back again.
ometime in November '94 I received a very
optimistic message from Bill Moyes saying that a long lasting drought in the Australian
inland should create very good weather conditions, with high cloudbase promising the
chance of very long flights. I tried to stay cool
because I get similar meseages every Autumn,
and then the rain usually arrives during the
action. Real Aussies then only shake their heads
with the comment that it never happened before
like that.
My plan was to try to break the absolute
distance record held by Larry Tudor, with his
495km long flight in Wyoming last summer. On
average days I wanted to try tandem records in
a reinforced Moyes Xtralite 164. Corinna
Schweigershausen, Gennan Womens Champion and up coming pilot agreed to become my
passenger. By the way, Corinna infonned me
later after all the flights that according to international aviationallaw, the pilot in charge is the
person on the left side, and that it was actually
me who was acting as the passenger doing all
the hard work with the VG. system on the right
side of the speed bar.
So we arrived at Hillston on December 6th.
Bill Moyes was organising everything arowld
the tour as usual, and towing hang gliders with
the legendary ultralight Dragonfly. With us was
Gennan champion Bob Baier flying an Xtralite

S
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for the last couple of months and detennined to
push the limits. Hans and Frigga Baueenwein
together with FA! observers Martin Oelkrug,
Mark Schenk and Lars Bo Johansen made up
the European section of the crew, and the only
Aussies joining us were Clive, Jed and Steve
Gilmour from Stanwell Park.
The fITSt day December 7th developed into
one of the best days and meanwhile the fITSt cu's
appeared in the sky, at Ilam we were still
setting up the Dragonfly and getting all the
paperwork done. Our tandem glider with a
larger A-frame was ready to go, and I was
hoping that we would both fit between the
uprights comfortably. We took ofT at 12pm
aero towed by Bill with the Dragonfly and I had
to release in only 280 metres AGL due to very
turbulent conditions. We then made the startpoint photo and got up. We were both actually
learning the fITSt couple of thennals how to
control the glider. This was our third flight and
the previous two we had done at Slanwell Park
on the coast. During the second one we completed an out and return of 109klllS in just 2hrs
17minutes which would be the new world record if .. .ifthe batteries inll1Y barograph did not
run flat.
Anyway we were fine , high, and with fresh
batteries in the barograph and right on course,
following the road to Griffith we went higher

each thennal, and one which topped 6m1s up
took us to cloudbase near Goolgowi. We missed
Griffith because of restricted airspace and followed the Murrumbidgee River. We were controlling co-ordination of the glider quite well,
and each of us was basically looking after our
own half of the base bar. Just before we turned
I had to say which direction.
The smile appeared on Corinna's face when
we reached cloudbase at 3800m AGL approximately 40kms west of the town Wagga Wagga.
My co-pilot was obviously enjoying the flight,
so I did not need to sing to her like Larry Tudor
had to do during his flights to keep his passenger from fatigue.
Lucky, as the glider would probably fall
apart if I started singing .
The ground covered under this cloud street
was amazing due to a 55km1h tailwind, so it was
no wonder that we woke up from dreaming
before the Hwne highway crossing and only at
500m AGL. The drift in the next light lift took
us over the foothills of the Blue Mountains, and
I realised that it would be too risky to cross the
main ridge with the strong winds, no roads and
no landing witnesses. We took a couple more
light thennals drifting towards Corryong, a
well known place to me. Although the crew was
in a good mood, and there was no rebellion on
board, the captain had to call the mission ofT
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before we left inhabited areas. So we lost a
couple of hundred metres before we landed at
Towong mce course next to the local managers'
house. He and his wife became our witnesses,
and according to the GPS indicated distance of
368km, we knew we had broken the open distance tandem record. We also did a 3500 m
altitude gain, and broke the old world record as
well!
Hans Bausenwein and Bob Baier chose a
route a little bit more to the south and Hans
fInally landed close to Holbrook after many
hours and kilometres. Bob Baier managed to
make cloudbase in the lifting choppy airmass
right before a cold front near Albury. He then
glided close to our location, and after a short
convereation on the mdio he found the same
race course. Bob landed at the same place
nearly two hours later, setting the new German
open distance record. Our pick-up driver Frigga
found us shortly after sunset, and we made it
back home at 2am the next day.
After one day break, we took the chance
again on December 9th and declared a dog leg
attempt with a tandem. We took otT at Hillston
and Bill towed us right to cloudbase at l300m
AGL. Then camera woman Corinna took the
picture of the startpoint and we glided a long
time to 300m AGL. We picked up some lift and
then did a couple of similar glides to low altitude. We reached the turnpoint, a road junction
half way between Hillston and Mossgiel, and

started to cross some amazing
desert areas with a lot of bushwalking options in case of
out-landing . The conditions
became better towards Ivanhoe and when the cloudbase
finally lifted to l700m AGL
and we started to feel comfortable. We hit the deck l5km
NE of Ivanhoe, and l4lkm
from Hillston. Another one! A
dog leg world record in tandem category.
The first days flights
proved that the town of Hillston is still located too close to
the Blue Mountains, and the
distance limits for pre-frontal
days is somewhere around
400km. To change the location more inland was the logical solution, so captain Bill
ordered the move. So we did! To Wilcannia, a
desert town with 80% Aboriginal population,
and a road system containing 2 sealed roads and
4 dirt tracks.
Soon we were ready again. Unfortunately
the weather did not otTer us any D-day and the
only hang gliding satisfaction was Attila Bertok's 260 km Hungarian distance record, my
330 km Czech dog leg record, Bob Baier 's 240
km joy flight, and Bob's and my 3l6km long

photographic session plus a couple of 200km
long flights crossing the desert areas. We had a
lot of fun there and I believe we will have more
next December.
Great thanks to all the crew members especially Bill Moyes and Clive Gilmour for the
perfect organisation of the trip, and of course to
the dri vers picking us up from those lost comers
ofNSW desert area.

*

Introducing the latest Reserve Parachute

The HGR 20
Check out these features:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
1 O.

Weighs only 2.5 kgs
Totally Australian made
Manufactured in S. E. Queensland
24 hour hot line seven days a week
Always in stock for immediate delivery
Assembled in deployment bag and ready for fitting
Built to the same high standards as skydiving parachutes
Can be repaired by an Australian Parachute Federation
approved parachute Rigger "B"
Free owner's manual with every parachute
Other models and sizes available

Proudly manufactured by:

Roochutes Australia Pty Ltd
PO Box 125, Wynnum Q 4178

Ph/Fax: 07 3934409
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FlYINCj
CAPRICORN
By Phill Britton
Recently I was fortunate enough to live in
Central Queensland in and around the Gladstone area, where I was shown an the flying
sites and had some tenific days out flying
thanks to the Gladstone and Biloe1a guys.
Miriamvale is defmitely the best flying site
and distances of over 160 \an are obtained
there. The site has a ramp and the Gladstone
guys are always keen to take visitors and get
them in the air. It is really worth seeing. The site
is 1800 ASL and has good paddocks within
easy glide of take off. The terrain is awesome,
but to the same degree, beautiful. You can see
the coast around the Town of 1770 and Agnes
Water on take off. The inland ranges spread out
before you when you are above take off.
In February it was decided that a Gladstone
v Rockhampton competition was required,
even though everyone knew Gladstone was the
superior club... and we were, tin the Rocky guys
played dirty and got our guys fun ofrum on tlle
Saturday night. What a sorry sight they were in
the morning.

BUoela Towing Site
Kev Wilson is a farmer with a passion for
flying . He has a dozer and grader and also
slashes the strip for us when we tow at his place.
He even extended his airstrip when he was told
it would not be long enough for gliding towing .
Kev's entire place is like a trip back through
tinle. His hangars and sheds are fun of everything from Indian motorbikes to antique aeroplanes.
Now I bet Ford Australia never imagined,

when they manufactured their Ford XC
model back in '68 (?),
that they created the
perfect aerodynamically designed XC towing vehicle. It is the
brainchild of Jeff and
Paul and is the best
launch you could imagine. Very smooth flying
when you release.
Of course there
Geoffbeing towed at Biloela
were the usual sman
problems of weak link
breaks but no one got
After a fun weekend of serious (and not so
hurt. Paul's dad drove the tow vehicle and
serious) flying and associated activities, it was
believe me he was a star. At one stage I took a
decided that the competition should be declared
run in it and the dust problem is severe. There
null and void. Everyone would just have to take
are plans to rectify this, but without a roof or
our word for it, Gladstone club is the best.
boot you are really asking for a miracle.
We would have to be the luckiest country
Pat was the first to get away from the strip
on earth with our fantastic coastline and its
on Saturday. He was really the only one, as a
multitude of great flying sites. Miriamvale and
strong south-easterly soon made its presence
the Biloela area are among the best. You should
felt and spelt an end to the thermals. Jeff got
fly it!
away on Sunday, but
Andy, with his acrobatics and ' watch me
skid to the spot' technique, kept everyone
amused. We all got
valuable take off and
landing practice, as
you got towed away
June Long Weekend - 24-26 June Soc/a/
again when you
Flying camp (Budget meals & Happy
bombed out.

*

8ult{1ello tholet ;liouHtailt Resort
THE BIG EVENTS IN 1995

Hours 01/ weekend
23 September to 1 October (School holidays)
North Queensland Hang Gliding
Championships
Improved sponsorship and top Prize Money
Run under HGFA guidelines. Will carry
National Ladder points

Phil with some o/the Capricorn pilots Pat, Col and Steve

~-'"
\

THE CHALET FACiliTIES INCLUDE:

*
*
*
*
*
*

Budget accommodation
Self-contained cabins
licenced restaurant & bar facilities
Pool & games room
Horse riding, mountain bikes & walks on
rainforest trails
Platypus viewing

'lOf cNquirics, plcnsc PHONC
Ncw OWflCf/~loflogCfs Jeub ~ /JOfl Solibo

PHONE 079 584509
Apri/ 1995

FAX 079 584503
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A

CItANGE
By Gerry Gerus

A

nother comp season over. It was great to
renew old friendships, make new ones
and experience the challenge of intense competition once again. One thing I did notice this
year was the continuing dissapearance of some
of the regular experienced comp pilots. I fmd
this very disturbing as we seem to be losing
more and more of our senior pilots every year.
This is a bad thing for our sport and for Australian sport in general.
Each year the competitions seem to be
made up of more and more foreign pilots. With
the trend going the way it is soon we shall have
the majority of competitors at our AUSlRALIAN competitions being made up of pilots
from other countries. This is a very discouraging thing as these are supposed to be our competitions.
Going back not so many years ago our
comps were 100% Australian. We used to go
there with our mates, all of us having relatively
the same equipment and a similar ability. We all
competed on a par and had a great time. Well
those were the good old days and good old days
never last for long. As with all sports ours has
evolved to such an extent that now the top pilots
are truly professionals. They are people who are
completely dedicated to the sport, giving all
their time money and energy. Today we are not
just competing with our good Aussi mates, we
are now competing with the best in the world.

"It is the A gl'ade pilots in these
gl'oups who help the new keen people
to do theil' fil'st

CI'OSS

countl'Y flight,

they tell them the mystel'ies of finding those elusive thel'mals along the
mountain tops, They

ape

the ones

that the new and upcoming pilots
look up to and use as a pl'efol'mance
mal'k."

Teams of professionals like the French who are
fully paid to travel all over the world flying
comps.
Now-a-days you not only have to have the
latest glider but all the latest technology to go
along with it like flight computers, GPS etc.
Now this is great but not all ofus who desire
to compete can keep pace with this. A lot ofus
now have girlfriends who have become wives,
now support a family and probably have mortgages to pay. This makes it nearly impossible
for the average Aussi
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 pilot to keep up. A lot
of us now fly gliders
a couple of years old
and do not have the
latest gear, BUT WE
WOULD STILL
LIKE TO BE COMPETITIVE. We have
not lost the spirit of
competition, but it is
difficult to be competitive at the top
without the time,
money or equipment.
The competition
U8/30 KALAROO ROAD, REDHEAD NSW 2290
grading system in

PROFESSIONAL

SAIL REPAIRS
PH/FAX (049) 499 222

Wingtech Pty Ltd
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Australia needs to be seriously looked at if we
are not to lose more experienced pilots.
Here the A grade pilots are the top 50 on
the National Ladder. Once you make A grade
you are there for the rest of your flying career.
This is not a bad system as it gives the people
in B grade who are learning the ropes, a chance
to have a win.
This is critical as these are our up and
coming pilots who one day will be future Australian champions. They need encouragement
to keep them coming back to compete. I know
that in the early days of flying having a little
success at a comp now and then certianly kept
me coming back for more and gave me the
desire to be better. This is great for B grade but
WHAT ENCOURAGEMENT DO WE GIVE
TO A GRADERS?
By now with the ladder having been around
for a few years, we should have hundreds of A
graders. What has happened to these good pilots and why are less and less of them coming
to the competitions each year?
Well with the standard of competition and
things getting so professional, a normal A
grader has BUCKLEYS of ever coming close
to having a win even ifhe is a good pilot. A lot
of pilots now feel that when they come to the
comps and pay their money they are just supporting the top ten pilots who most of the time
are not even Australians. Now would you be
keen to come and pay good money to do this?
No wonder we are losing good pilots. These
pilots are incredibly important to flying in Australia and should be encouraged, not discouraged. Our flying community is made up of
small groups all over the country. It is the A
grade pilots in these groups who help the new
keen people to do their first cross country flight,
they tell them the mysteries of finding those
elusive thermals along the mountain tops, they
are the ones that the new and upcoming pilots
look up to and use as a perfonnance mark.
These forgotten A graders are the backbone of
our sport from which most advancement stems.
It is about time we gave these people some
encouragement to get back into competition

SKYSAILOR

and maybe have a win and get a little recognition against pilots of a similar station. It's time
we had more Aussies competing at OUR
COMPS.
If we are going to achieve this things will
have to change.
I WOULD LIKE TO THEREFORE PUT
A FORMAL PROPOSAL TO HGFA VIA
THIS ARTICLE TO CHANGE THE A
GRADE RANKING. I would like to propose
that the top 20 on the ladder be upgraded to AA .
These are people who are dedicated and able to
commit themselves for top level competition.
From 21 to 75 be made A grade as these are
people who are still keen to compete but may
not be able to afford the best gear or the time to
compete at all the comps but still need to be
encouraged by having a win now and then. Also
by extending A grade we may pick up a few of
those pilots who have been in B grade for 15
years having A grade skills but not attending
enough comps to get there. These people win
prizes which should be for our B graders and it
is not fair that people learning should have to
compete with them.
This proposal is a starting point only. If you
agree or disagree please let's hear from you all
in Skysailor. This is our voice and if changes
are ever to occur we are the ones who will have
to make them happen. I hope all pilots will have
a serious think about this and respond by writing in.

Safe flying!

******* VERY IMPORTANT *******
To All Pilots Re Flying Sydney's Northern Beaches Sites
All sites except Long Reef are rated ADVANCED for hang gliders, and only a couple are
rated GOOD INTERMEDIATE for paragliders.
Some of these sites are on PRIVATE land and ARE NOT OPEN TO PILOTS EXCEPT BY
INVITATION!
We do not wish to lose our sites or have accidents due to problems arising from the use (and
abuse) of our hard earned sites by visiting pilots (particularly regular flying non-club members).
The Northern Beaches Club will no longer tolerate this situation.
Long Reef is the only "public site" and can be flown without invitation, however, you must
hold a licence, be HGFA flnancially current, and MUST speak with the most senior pilot or
safety officer on the hill as the site is too small to allow for pilots ignorant oflocal procedures.
All other sites are invitational for one reason or another, and all pilots including our own
club members must be approved by the club site committee in order to fly them - most of our
sites are treacherous!
Pilots (including members) wishing to fly sites other than Long Reef, MUST contact the
club site committee for permission flrst.
IF you wish to fly our sites regularly (including Long Reef), you are REQillRED to become
a member of the club. If any pilots (including members) are found to be flying the sites contrary
to the above rules, or are found to be flying in an unsafe manner, you will be subject to an
ENFORCED BAN. Flying contrary to the ban could well result in your being de-rated.

We are happy 10 have pilots visit, and even become members joining in with our club
activities.
Sorry folks - once again it's the lousy few who spoil it for everyone.
Contacts: President - Jim Allen, Ph h 029711715, w 029385775
S.S.O. - Forrest Park, Ph 02 4502674, 018273552 hang gliding and paragliding
S.O. Mike Eggleton, Ph h - 02 4517127, 018 230302
S.O. Dane Snelling, Ph h - 9131294, w 9384420

*
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6 th to 26 th August
Come fly the sites you've read about.
The Owens Valley, Yosemite, Lakeview, Elsinore, Torrey Pines,
Kaga/ Mountain, Slide Mountain and many more.
Steve Ruffels, one of Australia's leading instructors, will be
conducting this tour providing airfare, glider and ground transport
with driver, varied accommodation and highly experienced
XC instruction far the not-sa-experienced pilots.

For further information call:

(057) 55 1724 AH or (018) 57 0168 BH
April 1995
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Fred:
Storm
Surfer
by Elgar Starkis

"He makes the clouds His
chariot and rides on the wings of the
wind. " Psalm 104:v.3
".. .at the sound of Your thunder
they took to flight; they flowed over
the mountains, they went down into
the valleys. " Psalm 104:7-8

Noosa
and

Watts Bridge, SE Queensland

CAA Approved
Trike sales, Service Be Instruction
Accommodation available
Tuition 7 days

rJ306 SiIve" CJ'I
Joanne Murar

(074) 491141; 018 708551
PO Box 82, Noosaville Qld 4566
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Lyn and I were able to duck out for a brief
5 day holiday and I managed to convince her
that Bright was a place of great beauty, spectacular scenery and she just had to see it. Naturally the paraglider came along, just in case.
We were able to fmd Brian, Fred and Ted
in Brian's new Alpine Paragliding offices, commiserating about the IUDs OD-ing (or something like that). Near as I could make out it was
too cloudy to fly.
Day two was an improvement. Lyn and I
dutifully drove through snow and mist at the
Mt. Hotham ski resort, returned to Bright just
in time to fmd Fred Gungle making plans to
drive out to "The Pines". This site was just shy
of Beechworth and is a 4-5 km ridge extending
about 150m out of the plain with a S to SE face.
We arrived at take-off and found 2 hangies in
the air with a third about to launch into a steady
20km southerly. "This is just right for a ridge
soar," sparked Fred with the enthusiasm expected of an eager novice pilot on his 3rd flight.
Malin, Fred's wife, had also come along in
case it was appropriate to go tandem . In her
wisdom and using keen forecasting skills she
declined the tandem and prepared to navigate
the retrieval vehicle with Lyn.
Fred was to quickly pop the pink Sphinx
skyward and was soon on top of the small stack
searching for cloudsuck. I wasn ' t far behind in
the Phocus and began exploring this beautiful
ridge in the benign if heavily overcast conditions. We boated around for about half an hour
during which time a storm cloud (Fred called it
a rain cloud) passed over the Gap, that is the
easterly tip of our ridge. A few spots of rain hit
us as the rain fell over the east of the ridge.

Unfortunately just the night before I had been
reading Pagen's latest book ' Performance Flying' and page 15 loomed large in my mind. The
pictures and words described the cloud-suck
areas, strong winds and turbulence and the 7
pilots in Italy who were sucked up into a thunderstorm and suffered "severe consequences".
(What a nice way to put it!) Was Pagen in fact
talking about vertigo, hypothermia, hypoxia
and death?
Meanwhile, as I was heading as far west
and away from the rain as possible, Fred was
on the edge of this furry monster searching
desperately for a bit 0 ' cloud-suck! Then the
ominous message from the hangie instructor on
the hilltop to his cohorts "Wind's picked up a
bit on take-off, you' d better land now."
I thought that he was quite fair in his assessment as I was going nowhere fast on full speedbar unable to penetrate froward of the lift zone.
The vario was punctuating my raised level of
excitement with frequent high pitched cloudsuck noises when half the wing tucked in a
heavy rush of sink. No problem, quick recovery, Pagen was right, shouldn't fly in this stuff,
turned around 800 ' above ridge, let's fly over
this pine forest, couple of gullies, ahh, there it
is, nice big circular paddock, couple of turns,
line up the end away from the tree-line turbulence, wind gradient dropping, hands up,
slowly dropping into this mildly thermic paddock . 5 metres from the ground, another new
experience, fell out of the sky, no collapse or
rustling of canopy, just a sudden blast of "sink".
I was about 3 krn behind the main ridge. Executing an "Irish" parachutal roll I lay sprawled
in a cloud of dust, preparing a stocktake of
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"He was still surfing the

: ultimate wave like a cham~ I
I pion surfer rising to the peak I
I
I of the wave and driving
I
th rough to the trough."
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bodily parts that were still functioning. Pain in
the right calf. Ankles, knees, head all okay. Wet
trousers? Surely I didn' t! Closer examination
revealed that my 6kg. wine cask hydraulically
absorbed the impact between my back-side and
right calf muscle, corking the leg and exploding
the cask. (Could it be the basis of some serious
research on the "benefit of hydraulic wine cask
shock absorption methods" .)
With torn pants, ripped jacket and severe
limp I lumbered off in search ofLyn and Malin
in the retrieve vehicle.
"Malin copy Fred, I'm approaching Wangaratta between Wangaratta and Springhurst."
Amazing, it seemed like only minutes ago Fred
was fairly low over take-off and I thought
maybe performing a top landing .
As Fred was to explain later in the pub, the
SE prevailing wind was pushing the rain cloud
and when he fmally got the cloud-suck he
wanted off the trailing edge, he simply drifted
behind. When he needed lift during this jOtmley
he moved closer, otherwise he fell behind the
boiling mass of moisture.
"Malin copy Fred, I'm crossing the Hume
Highway near Wangaratta." By this time I had
crossed two creeks, a steep ridge and had numerous garbled radio contacts with Malin and
Lyn. Dragging the garnmy leg with my 20kg.
backpack across the Victorian plains was not
meeting the glamorous expectations I held for
our sport. Eventually after clearing up the confusion about which jlmction of which pine forest I was at, Lyn and Malin found my limp body

PROPWASH...
As aircraft pilots/captains we must
take the responsibility for decisions which affect
our safety and we must question every piece of
information . We must make the decision that we
consider to be the best under the circumstances.
That's what pilot-in-command is all about and it
has nothing to do with being civil, military or sport
aviation pilots - it has to do with the human
inside:
YOU AND ME!!
This leads us into the area of "Human
Factors". Aviation and human factors ~ go
hand in hand.
The study of human factors in aviation
began about 20 years ago. Since that time,
relevant aviation bodies have realised the importance for pilots to have an understanding of and
instruction in human factors. Finally, the sports
aviation sector is starting to take an interest.
One part of human factors is INFORMATION PROCESSING. Thiscan be a complex
area , as even today, phycologists and scientists
cannot explain how the brain completely functions.
How our mind sees an event and interprets situations, can be vastly different from
reality or fact . It is often said that reality is how
you perceive it, and it is different for each person .
Flying manoeuvres are very abstract,
in that the aircraft can only be at one place in any
instant. A manoeuvre can be miles long, so the
pilot must reconstruct the flight path in his mind .
What actually happened when the pilot moved the controls or changed the attitude
will be understood differently by each student,
depending on what the instructor has said combined with the students prior knowledge .
Understanding how your brain works
is more important than understanding how the
engine works. The engine and the airframe are
very simple and can be fixed by maintenance
staff.
"You must work on develo,plnq

vourbrain·
The brain controls everything, and without it nothing happens, correctly or incorrectly. The
hands and feet are just slabs of meat doing as
they are told .
If you are to become a pilot in today 's
complex world , you must learn how your brain
works, its strengths and weaknesses, so you can
fly exactly and avoid danger.

Eighty percellt of accidellts are related to
the HunlQlI Factor.

makes a mistake, he does not do it on purpose .
The pilot does not set out to make that error. The
error occurred because the pilot believed that his
responses to the situation was correct.
The question that must be answered :
"Why did the pilot make that Incorrect decision when he thought It to be correct at that
Instant7"
Many answers to that question will be
found in the information processing of the pilot's
decision!
The mix of correct, incorrect, inappropriate and irrelevant information can happen
rapidly and the result is unpredictable . You must
control your brain, its information processing and
consequently, your actions.
If there isa main message from learning about information processing, it is that our
proceSSing abilities are very restricted , and that
there are times when it is possible to overload
the system with potentially catastrophic results.
Some techniques for avoiding overload are: Be fit and alert, Know your aircraft and
procedures, Plan ahead , Keep motor programs
in good order by frequent practice , and Recognise the limits of your performance envelope and
stay within them.
All professional flying instructors
should have some written information on human
factors.
If you would like to know some more,
without getting too technical, we recommend Air
Craft Human Performance and Limitations by
Tony Wlson, available from the CAA publications.
When you fly, you are confronted with
situations which put you on the spot. Next time
ask yourself:
Am I sure I have sufficient runway for
a safe takeoff, including a possible emergency?
Am I sure I have enough fuel and reserves?
Am I sure I know the airspace restrictions?
Am I sure I can arrive before last light?
Am I sure?
These are command decisions for which you are
responsible. If you are not sure, it is your responsibility to say or do something about it!
YOU ARE THE PILOT-IN-COMMAND.
WE PILOTS must continue to work
toward improvement - through books and articles, studies, seminars, retraining , and occasional regulatory changes. The next significant
gains in safety must come from improved human
factors and better presentation of vital information.
ARCHIE TRAMMELL, Cause and Circumstance

*

"CLEAR PROP"

When a pilot has an accident or

and dragged me off in search of Fred. "Malin
copy Fred, I'm following the Ovens River towards Peechelba."
This was to be our fmal message from Fred.
He was still surfmg the ultimate wave like a
champion surfer ri sing to the peak of the wave
and driving through to the trough . He was to
pull out of the "wave" near Yarrawanga on the
southern shore of Lake Mulwala (an extension
of the Murray River) approximately 70 km
flight.
"I thought about crossing into NSW but
with 4km of water and it was starting to get late
I decided to put her down," was how Fred
smmned up yet another epic flight , cold one
nestled tinnly in his right hand, surrounded by
mortal pilots hanging ofT every word.

Pltoto: Elgar Starkis

April 1995
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Hang/Paragliding Vacations

+ Lake front accommodations + Home Cooked Meals +
+ Transportation + Guide Service +
+ Waterskiing + Hobie Cat Sailing +
James & Mary Swanshurg, PO Box 122 Wa .. Lake
British Columhia, Canada VOB 2KO

604 422 3688 or fax 604 422 3551
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ABOUT•.•
Paragliding Competitions
for '95 Season
If you are interested in orgnasing any paragliding competitions
next season and wish to have them
sanctioned, you must send your
bid to me inunediately. I have a list
of questions that the Paragliding
committee would like to know before hand. Phone me a nd I can fax
you the list . Ian Ladyman,
Paragliding Competition representative on 049 498946.

Expressions of Interest 1996 Bogong Cup
Any person interested in running the 1996 Bogong Cup should
submit a proposal including full
budget to the North-east Victoria
Hang Gliding Club Inc to 2 Dnunmond Street Tawonga Vic 3697 by
30 April 1995. Phone 057 544945
for further details.

Attention Prospective
Instructors

structors (apprentice and PHG pilot instructors) or pilots wishing to
gain instructor accreditation is to
be conducted in the Laurieton
NSW area from June 20 to 22 inclusive.
Please contact Craig Worth on
phone/fax 065 592713 or 018
657419.

New Names For HGFA
Many thanks for all the suggestions for new names for our
association that have been received. They are currently being
considered and a short list will be
drawn up at the March planning
meeting to be published In
Sky sailor soon.
Shaun Keene

NSW HG State TItles 1995
This competition was held for
the second time at Manilla in the
State's northwest tablelands. The
late season weather was kind, giving 7 flying days out of eight. The
organiser would like to take the
opportunity to thank the event

sponsors, Shell Australia, Toddys
of Manilla, Airborne Windsports,
Enterprise Wings and Moyes
Delta Gliders. Their unfailing generosity has been invaluable in
helping us to run three successful
competitions in Manilla over the
last 12 months.
In a close contest held in excellent flying conditions, current
State Champion Rick Duncan held
off the challenge from Craig
Koomber. Neva Bull retained her
NSW Female Championship and
the Newcastle HG Club retained
the Airborne IntercIub Challenge
trophy. The fmal results were:
A Grade: Rick Duncan 5865 ,
Chris McDonald 4598, Bruce
Wynne 4350
B Grade: Craig Koomber
5103, Geoff Bennett 5033,
Neva Bull 4667

Ooops!
Who's the embarrassed Rockhampton hang gliding instructor?
He rang Moyes to speak to Steve
Moyes. Person with heavy accent
advised that Steve was not there.
Bill Moyes then? No. Vicki
there? No .
Well mate, do you know anything about hang gliding?
Answer: Yes, I am two time
World Champion, my name is
Tomas Suchanek.

A course for prospective in-

Press Release - Hang
Gliding Series
~'~
' .

~.~

AUSSIE FLIGHT
Products
25 Beverley Ave, WARlLLA, N.S.W. 2528

Why buy bnported items, when there Is an Australian product
manufactured to the sante standards, at a cheaper price?

RESERVE Parachutes, for hang gliders & paragliders with much slower
descent rates than the imported brands. Manufactured to T.S .O. C23b (CAO
103.18) specifications by Roochutes Australia 's Barry Lewis, an approved
Class "A" Parachute Rigger with over 15 years experience in Parachute Free
Fall Operations. Offering the largest range of reserve parachutes available; 8
sizes for hang gliders, 4 sizes for paragliders, including Tandem reserves. All
sizes can also be fitted with Pulled Down Apex.
Prices from : S4S0 (SAVE $\00)

SJOSTROM VARIO/ALTIMETER MODEL VA, the most popular and
reliable unit available in Australia with a backup service un-matched by any
imported product. Excels in marginal lift conditions. Fast, sensitive analogue
vario. Averager, high resolution audio, compact, resilient and shower proof.
Easy in-flight control, altimeter in 2ft increments, convertible to metric. Mounting bracket included. With two year warranty.
Price on application for best price around
• All prices plus freight while stocks last

PHONE: (042) 971923 or (018) 424 279
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The World Hang Gliding Series (WHGS - pronounced
liwings") aImounces the formal
agreement between the originators
of the Hang Gliding World Cup
and the Speed Gliding World
Championships to form one overall body. Joe Hay ler, Murray Rose,
John Heiney and Dennis Pagen
have agreed to join forces under
the WHGS title.
The concept of the WHGS is
to produce a series of competitions
consisting of three elements:
• cross country;
• speed gliding; and
• acrobatics.
A pilot may enter one or more
of these formats at every meet. A
winner of each meet, as well as the
World Cup champion of the entire
series in each discipline, will be
crowned.

Using the example of the successful Paragliding World Cup,
the WHGS intends to initiate competitions at various suitable sites
around the world. A pilot will receive ranking points from each
day of competition, and his best
results will be taken into account
for overall ranking, so only two or
three meets need to be attended to
be successfull. The principal concept is to produce enjoyable, low
cost meets that are open to any
qualified pilot. In addition, we are
currently seeking sponsorship and
media coverage to promote hang
gliding to the next generation of
pilots.
The next step in the deVelopment process is to gain CIVL affiliation and contact organisations
who wish to host the individual
meets. The frrst activity will be the
Speed Gliding World Championships in July 1995. However, the
entire Series will not commence
until 1996.
Interested parties please contact: Joe Hayler, 65 Cornwallis
Avenue Tonbridge Kent TNIO
4ET Great Britain , Tel& Fax:
++4411 732 363417.

Press Release
The first navigational instrument WitlI integrated GPS for kite
and paraglider pilots, the Aircotec
Top-Navigator, the thermal goggles of the future !
The map section is displayed
in various different modes and in
a completely new design of graphics display which shows the pilot's
position, his flight direction, the
positions of the thennal cells he
has flown through, with wind offset, and the present wind direction.
An entirely novel kind of centring
aid not only constantly shows
height gained but even makes the
thermal visible in a way t1lat has
never been possible before.
The right-hand side of the display shows a graph of excess air
temperature related to the last ±
300 metres of altitude change - a
good indication of the strength of
the daily thennal.
The upper part of the display
is reserved for the compass with
the Wind-distribution graph .
Here, for the tirst time, it is possible to show wind strength and direction during the flight - and in
direct association with the speed
aIId direction of flight over the

SKYSAILOR

Tallows Launch
Byron Bay
,Notice
Attentionl

I

$2200 ready to go. Rental of the
winch is available.
For further information, contact Looping Paragliding, phone:
018251765

,~, 'r~'! }\tPs

It has become necessary to
insist tflal all visiting pilofs
intending to fly Tallows be~
come temporary members
of our club. We ask for all
co-operation from . visiting
pilots, as this site is particular/ytouchy. We are still under negotiations to retain it.
Please note that if you wish
to fly Lennox Head you
MUST contact a safety officer ,first.Also ·a 'UHF radJo,
altimeter and intermediate
rating are mandatory. Unfortunately most of our sites
are quite delicate and could
be lost very easily.
Visiting pilots are most welcome to ocme and fly our
sites but must first contact a
local safety officer.

June '95
Hohdays 0 Plymg 0 Sightseemg
Spend some weeks during your winter time
in the European summer
2 Seat Paramotor
After 2 years of extensive development, La Mouette now has
available a two seat paramotor for
all experienced paramotor pilots.
The paramo tor has two extra
front booms designed to separate
the pilot and passenger for maximum protection and to balance the
weight under sail.

New Winch

•

Looping Paragliding (Apco
Australia) presents a new Pay Out
winch to the australian market. It
is made out of a front of a Ford
Laser. The Winch is made out of
Stainless Steel and has a pressure
gauge, instant pressure release and
a rewinding system for the line.
TIle Winch can be mOtUlted on
every car Tow Bar and has a special stand for motmting on Boats,
trailers and utes.
TIle price for the winch is

April 1995

(Minimum of 5 and a maximum of 8 pilots per group)

Planned flying sites:
Ruhpolding (Gennany); Kessen, Zillertal, Emberger
AIm and Sillian (Austria); Pfalzen, Bassano and Como
(Italy); Fiesch (Switzer/and); St. Hillairie, St. Andre and
Monaco (France); and Ager (Spain) if the weather is
really bad in the Alps.

The nonnal heights from launch to landmg area 0 3.000 feet
Requirements:
Flying gear with really wann clotheS/shoes
(some altitudes 13,000 feet high)
Australian licence and insurance
Radios

ground.
All flights are stored in the
memory of the TOP-NAVIGATOR, and can be played back in
the replay-mode.
TOP-NAVIGATORS are not
only able to conununicate with a
PC , but also with one another,
meaning that the thermal maps can
be extended by exchanging data
directly from instrwnent to ins trument.
It is time for a new flying experience to start. Deliveries can
start in May 1995. Phone or fax
Charly Fellay on 03 8824130 or
018 103084.

HANG GUDING

Price:
Including:

The ZR250 two seater uses a
Zenoal1 2 stroke aircooled 22 hp
engine with a prop diameter of
1.23 m. Weight is 33 kg . For further information contact La Mouette, I Rue De La Petite-fm, 21121
Fontaine Les Dijon, France (33)
8056 6647 or fax 80 55 42 01 .

OM 4,800 (- AUS $4,000) for 4 weeks
Pick up at Munich airport
Accommodation (normally 2 or 3
bedroom in local farmhouses)
All day guide (Konny Konrad)
Transfer to the sites
Transfer to the mountains including lift
tickets
Transfer back to Munich airport
Not including: Flight to Munich
Flying gear
Food
This offer is presented by Konny Konrad,
owner of the Munich Hang Gliding School
for 6 years and organiser of several
Australian Hang Gliding tours for Germans.

New FAl World Record
Pilot Name: Bernhard Schilling;
Country : Switzerland; Glider:
Advance Bi; Passenger: Franz
Schilter; Category : Multiplace;
Site: Cabo Paquica, Chile; Type
of Record: Straight distance to a
declared goal; Perfonnance :
1423 km; Date: 27 December
1994; Previous World Record:
New

*

For more information, contact:
In Australia: Rob Hibberd
(Airborne Windsports)
Phone: 049499199
Fax: 049 499395

In Germany: Konny Konrad
Phone: 0011498032/8588
Fax: 001549 8031/31484
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Aerotowing
at Glen Innes
By Chris Wharton

Following the success of launching a gaggle of experienced gliders in January '94 when we put 5
into the air at 4pm at the strip at Gred (midway
between Glen Innes and Inverell), and they flew
down the road to Gravesend, 1()() km to the west.
At 8pm there were 4 gliders at the pub watching
the 5th coming down in 360s and figure-eights
from 5, ()(X) ft ... Frank then decided to have a go
at attracting people for the week each side of the
January 28 Public holiday.
He took a week ofT work, and I don ' t have a real job, so we were able
to lay on "Ye Complete Aero-tow Launch Team" . The theory being that
if we operate from our hometown, we can organise a pub for visiting
glider pilots, or point them at a caravan park or motel- depends what they
like spending. The pilots then manage to have a dedicated flying holiday,
and we don ' t have to trailer the tug anywhere, or organise a camp after

doing 20 or 30 launches, and being
exhausted at the end of the day. For
absolute perfection, the pilots will arrive in groups of three to a vehicle,
with a non-flying recovery-driver
making up the team; otherwise the
people who bomb out early are retrieved and put into service collecting
t.1~ rest of the flock.
In practice, we had ourselves the
loveliest little week of aero towing you
could imagine. We had 9 pilots from
places like Gympie, Noosa , Newcastle, Sydney and Katoomba. Compared to last year when 6 pilots were
here for 2 days and we did 15 launches,
this year's operations grew by about
300% with 9 gliders for 6 days and 45 launches. For 5 days out of the 6
everyone managed at least 5 km from the tow paddock, with the gaggle
leaders always going 40 km, a couple of times 60km, and one day making
100. This was with westerly winds instead of the easterlies we had been
hoping for.
As usual, when they fIrst lay eyes on some of our equipment, some
of the more "citifIed" visitors were bemused by its "agricultural" appearance, particularly the take-ofT trolley. I suppose we should paint it or
something, but Frank always was a demon about weight savings. I reckon
performance COlUlts and looks can be irrelevant, and after they ' d heard
the design philosophy and tried it in realtime, they were to be seen with
their heads down and rulers out, taking photographs and measurements,
so they could make one just like it when they went home!
One point which really impressed me, was that for the last 5 of the 6
days we didn't break a weaklink which I think may be traced to a recent
modifIcation Frank has made to his take-ofT teclmique. I like it as nothing
increases the initation levels, frustration and, I suspect, anxiety levels
down at the back end of the towrope, than repeatedly snapping the
weak-link. Another point which I enjoyed, was that all the gliders
presented at the trolley with a pre-tied weak-link, joining their bull-ring
to a small spring-shackle so all I had to do was inspect and test their
release system, rig it and present it for their inspection. None of the
business of watching someone shaking with "pre-tow turbulence" , trying
to tie up their weak-link in a hurry, because the Tug is on the ground and
all the gliders are waiting for the trolley.
On the whole, the launches went well. For the fIrst time in over 600
launches that I've seen, I saw a pilot go close to kiting in the vertical
plane. He did well until about 400 fl, then his auto-tow and winch-tow
reflexes seemed to kick in, and he sailed well up above the Tug . He was
right on the limits of my authority to call for a release, and when I made
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'... For 5 days ... everyone managed at least
5 km from the tow paddock, with the gaggle
leaders always going 40 km, a couple of
times 60km, and one day making 100.'

the call he was in a downward phase of a vertical oscillation, so Frank
left him on for another 5 seconds. Then the nose of the glider went up,
Frank touched the trigger slightly after the glider's weak-link parted, and
everyone landed happy. This particular pilot got the message very well
as his next tow was much better, and from it he went off to be one of the
gaggle leaders, making 40 Ion and landing on the western edge Glen Innes
township.
There were some interesting incipient pilot induced oscillations on
some of the launches, but everyone was on the safe side ofLockout Index,
so I let them all continue with their tows. There was one high-speed
landing made by a gaggle leader, 60 odd Ion away from the tow-paddock
when he discovered that his compensating cord was wrapped around the
upright, and he couldn't release his Variable Geometry.
At one stage he climbed up into the A-frame, and was hanunering on
the cross bar with his fist, trying to make it go forward. It wouldn' t move,
but he pulled off the landing anyway, which was nice.
There was only one pilot whose experience level was low enough to
need a couple of still-air tows, which we catered for with a rendezvous
at 0700, so he could learn to tow before adding thermal turbulence to his
troubles, then a tow late in the afternoon when the power had gone out
of the sky. The next day he was taking his place in the line up for a middle
of the day launch with the rest of the bunch. This bloke suffered the only
bruise of the week, when he bent an upright after a misjudged long fmal
into a tight paddock.
At one stage, with the wind from the west, conditions looked right
for moving the tow-paddock so we drove over to Ron Thorpe's magnificent aerodrome at Inverell East. Ron's wife Anne thought the glider's
were something of an occurrence, so she summoned a team from the
Inverell Times and their article ran to 5 photos and about 300 words,
which was nicely gratifying to all egos involved.
Every night we had a debriefing session in the bar of the Club Hotel
in Glen Innes and a great time was had by all. Everyone has vowed to
return, most intendi..tlg to bring more pilots with them.
So we look forward to an increasing flow of people who want to be
aero towed from the top of the Great Dividing Range. The theory is that
from here there's a road all the way to the Darling River. Around that
road there's not much that's really Tiger country, and there's a pub every
40 miles. There appears to be an opportunity for the dedicated cross
country pilot, to ain1 at something approaching 750 Ion on the right day.
With that in view, why should we trailer the Tug to somewhere that's not
as good as where we live??
For details contact Frank Smallman 067 323306, 7 Digby St, Glen
Innes NSW 2370.

*

UVEX
The helmet comp pilots wear.
The world's lightest full face
helmet, designed for your comfort
and safety.
It's the best money can buy .
A vailable in XS/S/MILIXLlXXL.

Phone 075 463021
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Sky eyles

Pty Ltd

14 Northern Ave, Moorabbin
Airport, Mentone, Vic 3194
Phone: 03 5875975,
Mobile: 018 336346,
Fax: 03 5875976

Quantum from $19,995 + freight
You have tried the rest, now

FLY THE BEST!
Compare the Quantum and you will realise that
it is unequalled in safety, smoothness and
engineering quality.

Standard features:

*
*
*

Best speed range and handling available
In-flight trim standard
3 wheel suspension, including drum
brakes
* castering front wheel, a MUST for safe
landings
* Section S certification - a world standard.
Quantums are sold around the world.
A test flight, information and video are available
throughout Australia due to the large number sold
last year. Contact your nearest Sky Cycles
distributor for further information.

Engine Testers
Worried about 582 failures? This tests the
whole Rotax range.

Prop Balancer
Make your aircraft super smooth

Communica Intercoms
Gold & Beta available (ex-stock)

Trike Training Manuals
Instructors, pilots and students should be
using our approved CAA Study Program.
Have you covered the whole CAA syllabus?
Includes practice exams, ROA, BAK &
Extended Ops.

Second Hand Trikes
Large assortment available

Video
Information video refundable on Trial
Instructional Flight

Venturer
•
•
•

2 seat Section Strike
800 sold worldwide
excellent speed range

•

$13,620 + freight
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Wllo SAid

DAY WAS
INVERTEd?
By Pete Muffet

We were heading west, the sun
was behind us and the first
nwrning ICU'S were just beginning to ''pop'' in the distance
ahead. It was looking like a
great day and we all hoped for
a good XC flight. Just as we arrived at the Boorowa tow paddock, the first pilot to tow for
the day commanded, "Go, Go,
Go. " The tow vehicle passed,
so we proceeded under the rope
and arrived at the set-up area
just after midday. Rossco was
away and reported cloudbase to
be about 8000 feet as we stuffed
battens infeverishly.

KYWISE~· ~
POWERED HANG GLIDING
PROFESSIONAL PILOT TRAINING
SYDNEY BASED, SEVEN DAYS.

Come fly with us, your training
won't cost you the earth!
We spend most of our time above it.

S'e

S~I

For the lowest prices on
all your TRIKING needs
IIIRBORNE & ROTIIX SPIIRE PIIRTS, RIIOIOS, I'lTERCOMS,
INSTRUMENTS & IICCESSORIES. REPAIRS & MAINTENII I\C E

CALL LUKE CARMODY

c.r.1.

02 8745260 ~ 018446771
ASK ABOlTf OUR FREE INTRODUCTORY FLIGHTS
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'.. .1 witnessed the most
beautiful sight possible un~
der the circumstances; my
chute spilling from the bag
and beginning to fill ... '

The next pilot managed two tows before
we, the late arrivals, were ready to go. Mick
scratched out of the paddock and was able to
join Rossco, who had hung back for a team
flight towards Goulburn. (We later learnt that
they had flown to between CrookweJl and
Goulburn, approximately 85 kms). I had my
first tow at I :30 pm and arrived back on Earth
about 10 minutes later without encountering
any substantial lift. My second tow began at
about 1:45 pm and had me re1ease at about 1200
feet AGL "OK , out of here! "
A dust-devil was sighted downwind of the
tow paddock, so I decided to skirt around it and
hopefully encounter the thermal proper (which
should have been located slightly further
ahead). The next second I was weightless as the
glider tucked suddenly, stabilising inverted. I
think I said, "Woooowww, SHl-L.!"
I was at approximately 800 feet AGL when
I tucked and I'm sure that the time seemed
dilated, however I would estimate that the

whole ordeal took in the order of 10 seconds.
The first impression was that of seeing the
under-surface of my glider at an angle that! had
never seen it before, which confmned that, yes,
I reaJly was inverted and hadn 't just gone savagely "over the falls" . I was still disorientated
to some extent but knew the only thing to do
was throw my 'chute. I hesitated for one or two
seconds, expecting the glider to tumble or gyrate which would have hindered a successful
deployment. However, neither happened - the
glider stabilised in a nose-down, inverted attitude.
The next thing I did was look out to confmn
my height, then fmd my parachute handle.
When I reached for the handle my right arm was
slightly inhibited by my tow bridle release line
(which I loop overmy wrist), so I again checked
my height to decide whether to exert more force
with my right arm, swap hands or remove the
line from my wrist. I'm not exactly ambidextrous and I was concerned that I would not
obtain a proper throw if I left the release line on
my wrist, so I decided to remove it. This action
required both hands and it was at this point that
I let go of the base bar. The exact position and
orientation of my body with respectto the glider
is still unclear to me. All I can recall is removing
the line from my wrist, grabbing the parachute
handle, tipping the 'chute from my harness and
throwing it as hard as I could, away from the
glider.
I then watched in horror as the deployment
bag arced over the wing and I regretted not
installing the recommended 2 metre extension
bridle. However, this thought quickly vanished
as I witnessed the most beautiful sight possible
under the circumstances; my chute spilling
from the bag and beginning to fill (just as
advertised!) I continued to watch it fiJI until it
swung over the glider and once I considered
that I was going to survive I remember the next
two most over-riding thoughts: a. that I was
going to miss out on a great day; and b. that my
glider wasn't going to look as good when it
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landed this time as it did when I took off. All
this so far in approximately 6 seconds!
I then again transferred my attention to the
growld which seemed to be coming up at a great
rate. I crossed my legs and bent my knees, as if
to delay the impact, and hit the ground in a
sitting position, I estimated to be approximately
4 seconds later. The glider was inverted at
impact with me at the trailing edge of the wing,
however almost immediately the glider blew
over forwards to fmally come to rest on the
A-frame, tail to the wind, as if I had only just
set it up. As the dust settled I became aware of
water leaking from my drinking bladder that I
had stowed in my harness and that I was indeed
ALIVE!
Our tow driver had witnessed the whole
event from the far end of the tow paddock and
had already disconnected the tow rope and begun speeding back down the paddock. (This
position is out of sight of the take-off area due
to a slight "hump".) At almost the same instant
the next pilot to tow commanded, "Go, Go,
Go", so you can imagine his surprise when the
line remained slack and the tow vehicle came
speeding over the hump heading in his direction! I heard this on the radio and at first thought
that the guys were treating my predicament a
bit casually, until I realised that the tow was not
proceeding. I then got onto the radio and reported that I had "landed" without injury and
was all right (so that Tom would take the extra
time to open the gates instead of driving straight
through them!).
Luckily, I had landed in a recently ploughed
paddock which was relatively soft, helping to
cushion the impact for myself and the glider.
After untangling myself from my cocoon harness, I stepped out to survey the damage to man
and craft.
Both were, upon initial impression, unscathed - it was not until the adrenalin level
subsided a bit that I became aware of a sore
neck and upon return home, noticed a slight
bruise on the bridge of my nose where my
helmet had pushed my sunglasses down . I also
had a bruise on my side where I had struck the
rear flying wire. The glider looked surprisingly
good considering. However, upon closer inspection it appeared that the only damage was
two bent front leading edges and the reflex
bridle shackle bent. Upon sail removal for full
inspection, I chose to replace the complete span
ofleft and right leading edges. The rear leading
edges were only very slightly bowed, so I replaced them as a precaution. The kingpost had
to be straightened slightly and the sail was
absolutely unscathed! I was amazed'
By the time Tom arrived at the scene I was
walking around in circles in total disbelief. I
later took some photos of glider and chute (for
"the grandkids"). I think that I will remember
how it looked in the air forever. Upon my retum
to the tow paddock, Gary and Peter were contemplating packing up for the day. I convinced
them that conditions were ideal for flying and
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that I had made an error of judgement which
they should not allow to effect them. So towing
resumed, although by now the conditions were
somewhat more stable.
I can't guarantee the exact accuracy of each
element of this account, however it is my best
effort to recalVreconstruct the events as they
actually happened. I just hope that none of you
ever have to do the same. Also, I don't write
this article to sensationalise the incident (quite
the contrary). Rather to give a real description
of what it's like to be in that situation and
discuss some of the issues that it raises.
I. Dust-devils are DANGEROUS: I have deliberately flown into dust-devils at extremely low level during competition and
now consider myself lucky to be alive. I
suggest avoiding them altogether - ifyou're
high enough to even contemplate it, you
will fmd the thermal away from the dustdevil.
2. Tow Bridle Release Line: I like the line
looped around my wrist so that I don' t have
to "fmd" it in a time-critical situation. It is
common however, to tie it to the basebar so
that in the event of a nose-in, it will release
automatically. It is personal choice and I
still think that I will continue to have it on
my wrist.
3. Consider "righting" the glider?: I was asked
this question. I believe that the time/height
wasted contemplating or attempting this
manoeuvre would only compromise your
safety. It could result in an extreme attitudeltumble/high speed dive/large height
loss and even if you managed it, could you
be sure of the glider's structural integrity
ALL the way to the ground? Get your chute
out while you can - you will be glad you
did!
Finally, I must admit that I made an error of
judgement and under such extreme conditions
a "tuck" was inevitable. However, I must also
say that my Blitz handled the situation as it was
designed BRILLIANTLY. There was no tumbling, no bent battens and no sail damage (eg.
from reflex lines) which proves to me that the
boys at Airbome have done their homework
and that the certification process really is
worthwhile! I have since repaired the glider and
it flew perfectly straight on its test flight, without the need for any tuning. In fact, having
taken the opportunity to scrub the sail while it
was off the frame, the glider looks and flies as
good as new. Hopefully I can keep it that way!

KEEP IT UP AND UPRIGHT!
PS. Perhaps Winter/Spring is a good time
to organise and participate in a parachute information and re-pack night with your club. I had
done just that in the 6 months preceding my
incident and was only too gl<,.d I did. Remember, your parachute only has to save your life
once for you to be able to live happily ever
after!
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ALTIMETER WATCH
At last an altimeter watch that really
works. Altimeter. ve rtical speed indicator
(with memory functions). mUlti-function
watch. temperature gauge and more. It
ca n record the number of thermals flown
and the best climb rate achieved I Not a
toy. a high-precision altimeter & chronometer. Temperature compensated with
accuracy to 10 feet. Made in USA. serviced Australia. 2 year factory warranty.
Early order6 receive free extra 6port6
wrl6tuand.

PRICE CUT

I

ONL Y $ 275.00

limited offer to pilots. Post/pack $ 5.90

ICOM 40G RADIO I
The last ICOM 40 G's radios made by the
factory. This is your last chance to buy
the most popular ICOM sport aviation
UHF radio ever made. Easy to see frequency control and display "on the top" of
the radio. Super long life 1200 mAh NiCad battery comes as standard eqUipment. Full 12 month factory guarantee
BE QUICK - WE CANf GEf ANY MORE I

SALE PRICE.

ONLY$ 499

Express delivery $ 16.00

NEED A SATELLITE NAV 7
New Garmin. ICOM. and Trimble GPS's
available I Call for discount price

1995 UFM CATALOGUE
OUT NOW - ASK FOR YOUR
FREE COPY!!
Order by phonelfax or mail with your credit ca rd. Cheque or COD also OK.
All prices quoted tax exempt.

ULTRALIGHT FLYING
MACHINES
PO BOX 182, NTH BALWYN, 3104
(03) 431-2131. (03) 744-1305
24HR FAX (03) 431-1869
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Hang Glider Design
This article is inspired by the questions; "Will there be another great leap in glider performance? If
so, what will it be?". I am not a glider designer, or even an aeronautical engineer, but I do have an
engineering background, and a keen interest in aeronautical design. Through the power of the
world wide Internet - the 'Information Superhighway' -/ have been able to participate in discussions
with some very knowledgeable people around the world on just these questions. This article
summarises their thoughts, and reviews some recent developments in glider design. I am indebted
to Darren Arkwright - Solar Wings; Chris Arai - Arai Design; Gary Osoba; Peter Garrone; Robert
Osborn; and others.
In Search of Performance
From the simplicity of Bill Moyes' brave and brilliant development
work in the I 960s, basic hang glider design has become highly refined.
Our gliders are faster, lighter, and safer than ever before.
Initially changes to the faithful Rogallo were focused on improving
safety, and then turned to performance, stretching the envelope with a
wider speed range and better glide ratio, but the design remained fundamentally the same. As wing span and aspect ratio grew, gliders became
heavier and harder to fly. Recently the focus has been to reduce weight
without sacrificing efficiency. This has been achieved by decreasing the
wing area, offsetting the increased wing loading by increasing the effective aspect ratio (more on that later), and a careful sail cut for more
effective control of the aerofoil shape.

So, where to from here?
This depends on where we want the sport to go. One camp seems to
want to emulate the sailplane fraternity by travelling further, faster and
more efficiently. Another camp wants the simplicity of just lobbing off
a hill and floating around in something light and easy to fly - hence the
immense popularity of paragliding (in Europe particularly), perhaps the
ultimate expression of accessible flight. I believe that the battle by hang
glider manufacturers to retain this segment of the market with the
development of intermediate gliders will ultimately be lost. A rigid
framed glider will never be as transportable, and will therefore become
a less attracti ve alternative, as the performance and safety of paragJiders
continues to improve. Intermediate gliders will remain, however, as a
stepping stone for low airtime pilots, honing their skills in relative safety
while they prepare for the hot ships.

ONSHORE PARA GLIDERS
CHALLENGER C
Demanding performance for the ambitious pilot - low minimum sink rate, high trim speed,
large speed range vvith ffat polar curve due to a special speed system and easy handling
make the CHALLENGER C an exceptional paraglider for XC and competition ffying.
CHALLENGER C for experienced pilots,
challenging cross country flights and competitions.
COMPACT
Latest development in the new Advanced-intennediate dass vvith elegant look Convincing
appearance and ever simple launching characteristics besides uncritical ffight behaviours typical PRO DESIGN features. ''High performance is no roore a privilege for competition pilots!"
COMPACT - the syrriJiosis of fun, know-how and brilliant performance.
For the ambitious reaeational pilot.
CHALLENGER CLASSIC
A ffrmly proofed conception of Intennediate Class Glider fflls with enthusiasm! Well
balanced and simple characteristics vvith attractive performance. A special and easy to
handle speed system extends the speed range efficiently and comes as standard.
CHALLENGER CLASSIC - for nelNCOmers as 'Nell as reaeational pilots who search for
stressless pleasure in ffight.
Huge range of demonstration, used and superseded canopies at prices starting from $800!

GARRY STEVENSON
10 Cantala Drive, Jan-juc, Vic, 3228, Phone 018351389 BH, AHIFax 052616555
U. A paragliding licence is required for any glider purchase ***
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means that to keep the size of the airframe manageable, high lift aero foils
must be used. These do not perform efficiently at high speeds and low
angles of attack, effectively limiting maximum speed.
All current hang gliders evolved from the classic rogallo into what
are essentially tailless flying wings, which can trace their characteristics
back to research done in the 1930s.
Flying wings seemed like a good idea at the time, since by elinlinating
the fuselage, bulk and parasitic drag could be reduced, therefore increasing efficiency.

Why do we need hot ships?

To do any useful thennal soaring and travel cross country, we need
to do two things, climb, and glide .
Climbing is detennined by the circling performance of the glider, and
by the size and behaviour of thermals. Circling performance is related to
the circle diameter, and the glider sink rate and flying speed. Thermal lift
distribution is defmed in something called a thernwl velocity profile or
thernlal diagram . A reasonable body of data exists which allows us to
effectively project the lift distribution across the average thennal . Current
glidershaveaveragesinkraresofabout200fpln,
which is poor when compared to less than 100 fpm
Rogallo
for sailplanes. However, the low flying speed of
gliders assists turning performance at small diamerers, allowing them to exploit the lift distribution
effectively, and achieve relatively good climbing
performance. In small thermals, in windy conditions, as well as in thermals of any strength at low
altitudes, better climb rates than achievable in
sailplanes are possible.
Once we have climbed to cloudbase, we need
to glide to the next thennal, otherwise our flight
will be over pretty abruptly. How long will this
Area
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Current Design

sq ft

Area

150 sq ft

glide need to be, on average, to meet the next
Aspect Ratio 3: 1
Aspect Ratio 7 2'1
thennal before we meet the ground? The results of
. .
US research presented by Gary Osoba at the 1994 '--_S_in_k_R_a_te____
l 0_0_0_ft_m_i_n_____S_i_n_k_Ra_t_e___2_5_0_ft_m_in_--.J
convention of the Sailplane .-:lomebuilders AssoAerodynamic stability, provided by the tail in a conventional aircraft,
ciation (SHA) addressed just this issue. It showed that forrandom thermal
is acrueved by the planform of the wing. It is swept for yaw stability, and
distribution, without the concentrating effect of terrain, weather confluuses a pitch stable (reflexed) aerofoil, coupled with washout at the
ences or streeting conditions, an effective inter-thennal glide ratio of20: I
wingtips for pitch stability.
or better is required to ensure a high probability of reaching the next
Introducing sweep reduces
tilennal Witil sufficient altitude to climb again. Reduce the ratio to 10: I
the effective aspect ratio of the
and tlle probability falls to less tilall 0.5 that the next tilennal will be
wing (due to spanwise airflow),
reached. Effective glide includes inter-thermal sink, which as we all know,
Rcnud
which increases the induced
can have a devastating effect on glide, even for sailplalles. For exrunple,
drag, and therefore reduces effithe popular Schweizer 1-26 sailplane has a glide ratio of about 21.6: I in
ciency. Also, reflexed aero foils
smooth air. But on an average 600 fpm tllennal day, tlns degrades to about
exhibit high drag especially at
16.8: I due to the effects of aggregate inter-thermal sink. Current hang
the low angles of attack necesNon Rcftu.cd
glider designs, with a best free air glide ratio of about 13: I - an effective
sary for high speed. These comratio ofless than 9: I under the same conditions - have a long way to go.
promises overwhelm the
High Lift Aerofoils
lt's no wonder so many of our flights end after just one thermal. The
reduction in parasitic
speed at which best glide occurs also affects performance. More speed
drag obtained by removmeans less time spent in sinking air, more distrulce in a day, and the
ing the fuselage, resultcapacity to fly headwind alld crosswind.
ing in an overall less
efficient design . The
How do we get hot ships?
situation for hang glidDrag is the enemy of
ers
is even worse, since
efficiency. In any aerothey are a flying wing
dynamic form, there are
with a fuselage (the pilot
two types of drag, Para- ..,
and harness).
sitic and Induced. Para- ~

l

"-

sitic drag results from
the friction of the air
passing over all of the
aeroplane. It is a fIUlCtion of its shape and inA irspeed
"
Best Glide Speed
creases with airspeed.
Induced drag is generated by tile wing in creating lift. It is a flUlction of tile shape of tlle wing
(mainly the Spall to chord ratio - the aspect ratio ), and tlle shape of the
aero foil. It is Inghest at high angles of attack, which generally occur at
low speeds.
TIlerefore to create our hot ship, we need to look at ways of reducing
both fonns of drag .
First, lets see what obstacles we face with current designs.
Ifwe want to keep the capacity to foot latUlch and land, a fundamental
limiting factor is the requirement to maintain a very low stall speed (no
more tllan about 14 k.nots), so the average pair of legs can keep up. TIlis
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TIle flexible wing control system is unique in its simplicity, but it too
limits efficiency. In order to give reasonable control bar pressures, and
get an acceptable roll rate, the trailing edge oftlle wing must move easily
in response to changes in aerodynamic load (caused by weight shift
input). But, because it is unsupported, this flexibility translates into
increased washout. As we have already observed, some washout is
necessary in a flying wing to give pitch stability, but too much reduces
tile effective aspect ratio of the wing, limiting efficiency. Variable GeometfY (VG) (also called variable billow - VB), is in fact a way of
providing variable trailing edge tension, allowing washout to be selectively reduced, at tile expense of controllability.

How Far Can Current Designs Be Improved?
Darren Arkwright, from Solar Wings, has calculated that with current
flex wing designs (swept wing, weight slnft control, pilot outside the
wing ), and speed range (13-50 knots), tile tileoretical best still air glide
ratio is about 13: I. Recent results of the Morningside glide competition
in tile USA (which includes a hel1y component of glide extending grolllld
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effect) have already approached, and even exceeded this.
This suggests that we won't see any dramatic improvements in glide
performance due to evolution of current designs - to achieve this, the next
generation of hot ships will be very different indeed. But there are some
very useful initiatives taking place with current designs, reducing weight,
improving handling, and extracting a little extra glide performance.
Many manufacturers are grappling with the problem of controlling
washout, yet retaining good control and handling. Most are focused on
designing a compound leading edge, which allows differential flex,
preventing the outer (tip) section from deforming rearward, yet allowing
vertical deformation under the influence of weight shift or gust loading.
In theory this allows tighter trailing edge tension and therefore reduced
washout. Examples include Enterprise Wings, with an internal inner
leading edge deflexor wire, and Airborne and La Mouette, with a tapered
composite (fibreglass) outer leading edge construction. Moyes have
developed a 'stepped' leading edge construction to achieve the same
result, with a large diameter, stiff inner leading edge, supporting a smaller
diameter, more flexible outer leading edge, for their Xtralite high performance gliders.

shape by pressurising the inside of the wing through a series of internal
baffies. This is exactly the same process which maintains the shape ofa
paraglider sail, and has allowed weight to be reduced, because fewer
battens are required to maintain an accurate aerofoil. It is interesting to
note that glide performance has been maintained, with a RarnAir winning
last year's Morningside glide competition. Solar Wings have just released
a new glider, the Scandal, which uses a similar approach. It also has a
vent in the nose, as well as a series of small holes on the leading edge
pocket just above the leading edge (near the stagnation point). These let
air in at high speed which pressurises the leading edge pocket preventing
the leading edge profUe from deforming.

Scoop on
Leading Edge
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Where To From Here?
Abandon the flying wing
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Alternative Leading Edge Construttions

Another approach is to control trailing edge washout with a secon-

dary trailing edge spar, pivoted at the keel to allow differential washout
under weight shift roll input. Sail tension can be much reduced, allowing
a lighter, less substantial leading edge construction, since washout is
controlled by the spar, and not solely by trailing edge tension.
Keel

Nos.plltet

Flying wings are light, compact, are easy to ground handle, launch,
and simple to flare for a safe low speed landing, but, as we have seen,
ultimately limit the performance that can be achieved. Ifwe are seeking
the maximum performance possible, then we need to consider alternative
designs. This approach is not new, there have been a number of foot
launchable, conventional (tailed) designs, dating back to the 1930s, and
many will remember the ill-fated weight shift control Tweetie glider of
the late seventies. The Carbon Dragon is an example of a current design.
It is a foot launchable, state of the art, plans built, ultralight sailplane,
with exceptional performance. The basic problems to be overcome
include containing the weight to a manageable level (the Carbon Dragon,
with the use of high teclUlology, has a span of 13 metres, yet weighs only
66 Kg), and solving the problem of ground handling, as most designs
required some form of assistance during the launch phase.

Abandon the flexible wing.

Minim •• Tnllifll
EdacTenlioa

Sp.r SUppOltina Trtoilinl
EdAc Pivot. Around Kod

One of the problems with a flexible wing is maintaining aerofoil
shape. Accurate aerofoil definition, particularly of the leading edge, is
critical for efficiency. However, since the wing is flexible, the aerofoil
can be distorted due to the aerodynamic pressures on it, particularly at
high speed.

Distortim of Aerofoil due to
Aerodynamic Pressures

Currently the aerofoil shape is maintained using lightweight mylar
inserts in the leading edge, and an increasing number of battens. Wills
Wing have an interesting approach to this problem, with their use of a
dynamic aerofoil in the RarnAir. Dynamic pressure (from a vent in the
leading edge, near the nose plates) is used to assist in maintaining aerofoil
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The flexible wing allows a very simple control system, but introduces
problems in aero foil defmition and control of washout, as well as ultimately limiting controllability in rough air. Once again, alternative
approaches are not new, there was the Fledge and EF6 of the mid eighties,
and more recently, a number of rigid flying wing designs, using advanced
manufacturing teclm.iques and materials. The Brightstar Swift is an
example of a state of the art foot launchable rigid flying wing. It uses
aerodynamic controls (elevons), and with tlle use of naps, achieves a
speed range from 18 to more tlUlIl 90 mph. It has a still air glide ratio of
about 23: 1, twice that of current hang gliders. It also represents about the
limit of what can be operated in the same way as current gliders, as it
weighs 55 Kg, and while it can transported on the roof of a car, is very
bulky.
With the abandonment of a flexible wing, aerodynamic controls are
needed. Control can be fully aerodynamic, like the Swift, or combined
with weight shift, as witll the Fledge and EF6 , which both used weight
shift for pitch control and controllable tip rudders (dragerons), for yaw
and roll control.
Regardless of whether the wing is rigid or not, it is almost certain that
some form of in-flight aerofoil modification will be necessary to slow
down sufficiently to meet our 14 knot stall speed requirement. These
could be in the form of controllable surfaces, such as flaps or leading
edge slats. Alternatively, tlle aerofoil itself can be dynamic, with its shape
maintained by aifflow over (and through) it. With the use of controllable
baffies, the airflow, and therefore tile aero foil shape can be modified as
the airspeed changes.

*
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Bright Powered
Hang Gliding

Those New
Sites...
,

After some time flying you'll get
bored by the old, familiar sites
and start looking for something
new. You can see a lot of nice
places and can't stop wondering why nobody flies them.
Often the reason becomes apparent after a
more thorough examination of the site from the
ground. Sometimes you can tell only just after
take off. In those cases you sincerely wish to be
somewhere else, or at least to be doing something else. There can be a variety of reasons for
it: "Who would say there is no beach behind this
point?!" "How could I have mistaken a shooting range for an airstrip?!" "Why is the army
jeep and ranger following me all the time?! "
"Can the soldier with machine gun tell a
paraglider from the flying target?!" And you
can go on ...
Ifyou have to ask yourself only one ofthese
questions, it is a wrong place. If you are asking
yourself ALL of them, you are flying over Point
Nepean military base and coastal reserve during an army exercise. And you are not pioneering: I've done it before.
I also discovered another inviting coastal
site about 3 or so km from my place. Just next
to Momington Pier. The beat didn' t seem to be
too long but it was promising good heights with
a nice view on Mornington Harbour. With more
than 300 hours of airtime, I felt competent
enough to give it a go. Conditions were good,
not many people around - so, let's go!
No, wrong shot. The lift wasn' t anywhere
near to my expectation. In fact, I was scratching
badly, just clearing the tops of the cliffs. After
a few beats I definitely decided, "TIlis is not the
place I want to fly." The shoreline below didn't
look too inviting so I decided for a top landing,
sort of. I ended in the bushes beside the car park,
profoundly tangled . Finding my situation rather
undignified, I was trying to clear off before
somebody came. No such luck. A very old lady,
walking a very old dog looked at me with an
obvious contempt for my ignorance and said,
"Why don ' t you go to Flinders? TIlat 's the best
place!"
It can get even worse looking for a suitable
towing paddock. TIlese are tmly rare. Imagine
how I felt when I spotted one just round the
comer from my place! It was more than 1000
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The "Fun Flying School"
with the
BEST
FLYING WEATHER IN
VICTORIA

m long, covered by short grass, no fences or
trees. Perfect.
I decided to make a trial run with my car
immediately. The first 300 or so metres felt bit
bumpy, but acceptable. Then it grew smoother
and smoother until I heard a sucking sound, my
Commodore dropped about 20 cm ... and
stopped. Yes, it was a swamp.
The need for some help was obvious. Fortunately, there was a building yard with an
assortment of heavy machinery just next to the
paddock. "Can you see that Commodore over
there?" I asked the bloke in the yard. A silly
question - it was sticking out like a sore thumb.
"Yah .. "
"Could you please help me to get it out?" I
asked, casting hopeful looks at the heavy vehicles around. "Piece of cake!" announced the
brave young man, jumping into a Hino truck.
Sitting beside him, I felt really lucky - 10 or so
minutes and I'll be on my way again. Wrong.
Still far from my car I heard the familiar sucking sound again - and the tmck stopped up to
the floor in the mud. "Sh ... " my driver evaluated
the situation. "Well, we still have some excavators ... " I offered boldly. The guy let it sink in.
"OK., we can take that Kato there." And so we
did.
After a couple of minutes the swamp
claimed its third victim ... My new acquittance
wasn't going to give up easily. He repeatedly
lifted the unfortunate machine on its arm,
turned a bit, let it down again and then tried the
wheels again. TIle effect was exactly the opposite of what he wanted. If you have ever seen
quicksand in action ... Soon there was just a big
crater with the ann of the excavator pointing
accusingly to the sky. The paddock now reminiscent of a grim scenery from the gulf war. I
craved for a photo. The camera was there, but
I felt rather apprehensive. My benefactor was
begirming to show sure signs of mental instability. Who knows what he was capable of,
facing the lens. There were lots of heavy, blunt
instmments around ...
To make it short: After about 3 hours and
breaking a few chains, we, covered by mud,
pulled all the vehicles out by another big excavator on steel tracks.
So, happy ending after all. Nobody will get
hurt towing there. Unless the big holes in the
middle of tile field are filled in, the place is
totally useless for ollr pUIpose .. . Coincidentally, the building yard has closed down.
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We use the Australian
made and certified
AIRBORNE EDGE EXECUTIVE
exclusively for all our training

1*** SPECIAL DEALS ***1
Brand new Airborne "Executive"
Edges with the new improved
base and the new improved
wing with "power steering"

ONLY $19,650
that's right, less than $20,000 or,
with "Electric Start"

ONLY $20,818
or the brand new "Standard'
Edge ready to fly

ONLY $17,950
All with FREE DELIVERY
anywhere in Victoria
Live-in training packages our
speciality with swimming pool, spa,
river frontage & picturesque valleys

Greg & Rosemary Withers
"The Willows Bed & Breakfasf w
22 Ashwood Ave Bright Vic 3741

057 501 555
015 304 725
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Tech Topics

Reprinted from Hang Gliding,
February 1995

by Mark "Forger" Stucky

M

AVERAGE
THERMAL
RISE (FPM)
400
600
800
1000

AVERAGE
WIND SPEED
20 MPH
10 MPH
13°
25°
20°
35°
25°
45°
30°
50°

Thermal Drift Angle (from horizon)
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any of us in non-mountainous areas have only a short "
time to find a thermal or we ,
must resign ourselves to an
earthbound fate. With just a bit of preflight ~,
planning we can increase our chances of
finding those elusive bubbles.
Let's take a look at a typical summer day
in Houston - a place not known for
booming thermals or great cross-country flying. On a soarable day the air can be broken
into several relatively distinct layers. From
Figure 1 you can see that at around 800 feet
AGL weak bubbles of lift combine to form a
core of suitable size for circling. The thermal
slowly increases in size and strength as it rises above the moist coastal air mass.
From a typical tow release at 1,500 feet a
pilot may only have two minutes in which
to find his soaring ticket. The small volume
of sky available for thermal seeking is effectively reduced even further, since there is a
specific landing area that must remain within reach. Too often, pilots fly around aimlessly or simply head directly over a dark
field hoping for a beeping vario. You can
make your search more effective ifyou visualize
how for downwind thermals drift from their
source by the time they have climbed to your
altitude. It is difficult to visually judge this
changing horizontal distance, so I recommend that you gauge your angle from the
thermal trigger source instead.
This may seem complex since both the
wind and thermal velocities change with
altitude, but with a bit of simplification we
can come up with a method that works
without needing a scientific calculator and
protractor strapped to our control bars.
The enclosed table shows. various thermal drift angles as measured from the horizon. Using it for reference we can interpolate as required. Note that the thermal rise
rate is the climb rate of the thermal itself,
which will be abo It 250 fpm faster than the
climb rate of a shallowly banked glider circling inside it.
To properly gauge angles we can use an
old astronomer's trick. With your arm
extended in front of you, hold your hand
vertically with your thumb and little fingeJ
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Figure 1. Simplified thermal development.
outstretched in a Hawaiian "chaka" (hang
loose) sign. The angle subtended from the
top of your thumb to the bottom of your
little finger is approximately 15°. You can
guesstimate 10° by clenching your fist or 5°
by extending your index, middle and ring
fingers parallel to the horizon. Using combinations of the above it is easy ro measure
angles with sufficient accuracy.
So let's consider a typical Houston day.
The expected thermal strength is 600 fpm
and the average wind speed is 15 mph.
Using the table we can interpolate that the
thermal drift angle will be about 28°. In
other words, for every foot the thermal rises
it drifts two feet downwind. If you find this
amount of drift surprising then this technique should help you. Remember, you do
not need to waste time and brain power
defining some exact angle. Shoot for a cone
that covers the estimated angle with plenty
of room for error. Using our example I
would cover angles from 15°-45°.
At lower altitudes it is best to reference
this cone to the suspected thermal source.
At higher altitudes you may find it better to
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reference a building cumulus. If you are
lucky enough to spot other gliders or birds
in a thermal then refe rence the cone to
them. Whether you head upwind or downwind on your thermal search largely
depends upon your altitude and relationship
to your landing area. Heading downwind
will normally increase your chances of randomly gliding into a co lumnar thermal.

Regardless of your choice, you should intercept a track running directly upwind or
downwind from the source.
This theory works best with columnar
thermals, but in the real world we can also
find bubble thermals and hybrids .
Regardless, this technique only requires a
few moments of preflight planning
and I encourage you to tty it out.
~

n
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Reprinted from Airborn,
December 19941January 1995
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n previous articles we looked at choices the
designer makes before the sail is cut. How the
glider will be rigged should not be disregarded at
this stage because correct rigging can only
disguise some aspects of a badly designed sail.
Conversely even the best sail is useless without a suitable
rigging to match.
Time spent at the rigging stage is vitally important as a
lot of a wings safety characteristics are related to how it
is rigged. Using a computer the designer will be able to
produce a rigging that will be close to what is required .
The final trimming however will take many hours of
flying and testing to arrive at the final product.
The art of rigging is compromise for optimising one
feature will usually have a detrimental affect on another.
The aim is to produce a wing with a the best balance of
features to suit the skill level of the pilot.
Ideally a glider would be able to alter its rigging in-flight
to optimise the glider for each particular phase of flight.
Most wing designers have not taken this beyond speed
systems of varying complexity.
In producing the basic rigging there are many factors to
consider;
The first is overall line length. Longer lines produce a
glider more damped in pitch with a slower oscillation.
Longer lines also mean the canopy turns more slowly in
an asymmetric collapse. This is because the canopy
banks less due to the centre of lift of the inflated side
being proportionally closer inboard to the centre of mass.
There are some negative characteristics of long lines.
Long lines produce more drag reducing glide
performance. Also, turns take longer to initiate due to the
extra pendulum length and you feel less connected to the
wing.
Some wings with long lines having been tuned for
characteristics other than nice handling suffer from this
and there is appreciable lag in the steering. In the hands
of a novice this can cause problems as they are apt to spin
the glider by trying to steer the glider too quickly, faster
than the pendulum length will allow it to respond.
However, the benefits of longer lines outweigh
disadvantages and average line length of canopies has
increased over the last 3 years to the current which is
probably around the optimum.
Radius of curvature
Canopies used to be rigged at one radius of curvature
with a stabiliser at the tip. The term stabiliser was a bit of
a misnomer left over from sky-diving days
Rigging the canopy with an overall radius of curvature
less than the line length is not successful. I remember a
prototype of ours rigged like this having very interesting
characteri stics in an asymmetric collapse.
Rigging with single radius has given way to rigging
with a more elliptical shape with curved down tips
blending smoothly into the rest of the wing.
From a performance point of view it is tempting to leave
the stabiliser or curved tip off altogether. They do not
seem to reduce the tip vortex. To be effective in this role
they need to project up rather than down. The upwards
pointing fin which is a trade mark of Advance canopies
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seems to be of cosmetic value only. It is too small to have
any real effect and probabl y produces as much parasitic
drag as it saves in reduced tip \'ortex drag
So. performance is not enhanced by stabilisers or curved
tips but handling and safety can be.
The vertical part of the stabiliser or curved tip gives
lateral resistance to slipping in a turn and allows tighter
flatter tums.
It can sometimes produce that magical handling where
the glider pulls itself towards the core of a thermal. Very
useful in the tight cores that are typical of New Zealand
One new glider where a drooped tip is a noticeable
addition from its predecessor is the comparison between
the Pro Design Challenger C and the new Contest
A safety advantage of the arrangement is that it can act
to limit the turn and speed re-opening in an asymmetric
collapse. The inflated side pulls away from the collapsed
side limiting the speed of the turn. This can also help to
initiate re-opening.
This feature was most noticeable on the Atmos 90
which would actually turn away from the collapsed side
due to the huge droop in the wing tip. This carried it to the
extreme though as the forward going wing tip was then
flying at a lower angle of attack and it required a long and
hefty pull on the brake to restore a positive angle of attack
and reopen the wing.
Once the line length and rigged shape is chosen there are
three critically important variables to play with.
These are the over all trim angle, the twist, or how the
trim angle varies over the span and the shape of the flap
(brake). What you are actually altering as you change
these is the lift distribution across the span.
If performance was the only consideration you would
trim the glider at its best glide speed. You would set the
trim to try to achieve an elliptical lift distribution. A
consequence of this is that no lift would be produced at
the tips and these would collapse often. The handling
would be heavy and not well co-ordinated. This is
exactly what happens with some older competition gliders.
Since performance is only one of the requirements, the
designer is faced with making compromises. There is an
almost endless combination of possible characteristics
but forthe average glider with an elliptical planform and
the same foil used across the span the following rules
about rigging apply. (This type of design is very common).
Trim speed
Most gliders are rigged to fly at their best glide speed
hands up. Taking the glider too far away from this point
can result in problems.
If rigged too slow launch, spin, stall recovery and
parachutal stall problems can develop. Rigged too fast
and initial stability, heavy handling, excessive surge and
slow re-opening from collapse can become problems.
To achieve the correct trim speed you also need to
consider how the lift is distributed across the span. this is
altered by changing the trim angle of the tip of the glider
compared with the centre. This characteristic is called
twist.
You can alter twist by lengthening or shortening the
outboard lines C and D lines.

Part 3

BY DEANE LANDRETH OF
PACIFIC PARAGLIDERS

General characteristics of altering twist are :High twist (lift distributed more toward the tips)
The glider is:

Generally more responsive to turn with lighter handling
Tips feel more stable and reopen quicker in small tucks
But also:
Easier to initiate spin
Recovery from spin is s:ower
Canopy turns off heading more quickly in a collapse.
Easier to stall inflated side in an asymmetric collapse.
Worse flare or energy retention.
Glide and glide at speed is worse.
Can be more difficult to launch.
Low twist (lift distributed more towards centre)
The glider has:
A better glide and glide at speed.
Energy retention and flare is better.
Entry into a spin is more difficult and recovery is better.
Is less inclined to stall inflated side in large asymmetric
collapse.
But:
Tips are less stable and take longer to re-inflate.
Handling is heavier.
Altering line lengths on the tip as little as 10-15 mm can
produce quite noticeable differences in safety and
handling. This should reinforce how important it is make
sure a glider stays in correct trim
The final thing to alter is the size and shape of the flap
or brake.
The flap shape is vital to handling and is the only trim
change you can make without affecting collapse or spin
recovery too much. Hours of flying refining the balance
of the handling can payoff in turning a merely average
glider into a great one.
Generally a designer will sacrifice some handling and
performance in return for increased safety. The size of
the trade off has narrowed in recent years as designers
strive to produce gliders of excellent performance with
handling and safety suitable for the average pilot.
Too give an example of how small changes can add up
to big changes in safety, handling or performance is a
prototype glider I worked on recently. Trimming it
slightly faster, adding one more brake line and lengthening
the outer D line by 20 mm turned a spin prone.
unresponsive monster only suitable for advanced pilots
into an easy handling safe glider suitable forintermediates.
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State, Club and Region News
New South Wales
Central Coast Hang Gliding

Club
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.... Just got back from a week in the Corryong and Bright area where all my previous

bests have been broken. Huge 'thank you's go
to James Nathaniel for the Corryong Cup this
year. Almost perfect flying weather everyday.
And a great effort by all competitors with only
a few letting everyone down by stretching the
truth, so cameras are mandatory next year!
Real bad luck has hit the "Gun" this month,
with his Hilux packing it in, twice. Guess he 's
getting too much air time ... poor guy.
I reckon the best thing about Corryong is
that there's NO Scottish thistles - anywhere. If
you haven' t been tllere, pack the car now and
go!
Whilst down there I visited the Bright area
- BEAUTIFUL. A little hot though during my
stay. Now I ' ll have to say this. The NE Victoria

Club is very guilty of nottelling the world about
their hidden treasures down there! Shame it's
over-run by Punters, but the Eagle School of
Hang Gliding is doing its best to convert - very
professional operation guys, fantastic place to
learn. Oh I'd better mention the Alpine PG
School as well which is run equally as well.
Bright Hill or Mystic is a must fly, so once
again, pack the car and go!
Mt Buffalo - scared the willies out of me. I
went to my hands and knees and crawled away .
No room for error here and I can do without
that. But the view is fantastic and Mystic is not
far away and much safer.
Bright Backpackers needs a good mention
here. What a great Inn. All amenities, large
kitchen and common room for those stormy
nights. Ring Geoff and book your room. An
excellent setup.
Back on the coast the flying time is growing
fast; it's on almost every day lately with SE
being the norm and quite a few Easterlies as
well.
While on the coast if you have any need of
sail repair the guy to ring is AGB Sails and
Repairs on 018 046865 at Gosford. Ask for
Andrew.

T-shirts are still available but going fast.
That's about it for now.
Dr Who
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Lower Blue Mountains Hang
Gliding Club
The club has been quite active since the
meeting. Sunday 5 February was at Mt Ovens,
a good turn up, but unfortunately fresh gusty
NW wind kept us on the ground. We then
inspected the newly renovated ramp at Cullen
Bullen. It is a breathtakingly cliff launch with
11 00' to the valley floor.
On the following Tuesday 7 February the
Club held a water landing night at St Marys
pool. A serious education night but also lot of
fun. Anybody who either put their feet on the
bottom or stood up or required air from Mark
the very able dive master was deemed to be
dead. We kept practising in order to get it right.
We learnt the main thing about a water landings
is DON'T! Ever!

Australia's first, utterly affordable,
totally transportable, foot launched
powered paraglider.
Flying training with accomodatlon available
at the Light Wing Flying Academy.
Turbo-chute Info Vldeo ............ $35 Inc P/H

lOr- !f(()r-e- lirplo/f(atl()1( aall
HOWARD HUGHES ENGINEERING rIY LTD
BALUNA AIRPORT, SOUfHERN CROSS DRIVE
P.O, BOX 89
BAU.lNA
N,S,W, 2478
PH (066) 86 8658 OR FAX (066) 86 8343

This aircraft has not been approved under the HGFA Certification Standard for foot-launched hang gliders.
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Thanks to Mark (Peruith Dive Centre},
Nick Gardiner for providing a glider, Danny
Scott for the harness and Wayne Evans for
organising the very successful night.
On Sunday 12 February the club held a
winch tow day at Penrith Quarry. We started
with sheltering from passing rain storms and
waiting with tailwinds. Some called it a day, the
die hards who stuck it out till the NE seabreeze
came with good towing conditions were rewarded with a little lift and short but enjoyable
flights, being won by Tim Topf.
The club meets last Tuesday of each month,
7:30 pm prompt Sportsman Hotel Kildare Rd
BlacktoWll.
Future flying: Tow/general endorsement
day for 5 March. Also Paul Kirwan leads a trip
up to Glen Innes Aerotowing, March 19 weekend with training to endorsements.
Garry Can; PR Officer

Victoria
North-east Victoria Hang
Gliding Club

What great weather we have had all through
FebruarylMarch. What a shame it wasn't
around for the Women's Pre-Worlds. There was

'~

a week where it was close to 10 grand
nearly every day.
Late February you would have been
forgiven for thinking there was a comp on
- about 16 pilots all taking off from Mt
Emu on a Sunday - and all of them having
excellent flights. Several got to Gundowring and back to the pub paddock.
Congratulations to Jim Smeeton for
making his first crossing from Buffalo to
the Kiewa Valley. He thought it was so
good he did the same again the following
week. Dave Romeril and Andrew
Laughton have also been getting in lots of
hours during the week with some good
flights from Buffalo and a great flight
from Emu to Lake Hume.
Fred and Brian have continued to do some
great flights in their paragliders, flying from
Mystic almost to Corryong on a recent Sunday.
Let's hope they're doing as well in Japan.
On the same day that Fred and Brian were
tripping off to Corryong, Jeanette test flew an
intermediate glider out to Gundowring launch
from Emu and almost back to the Bogong Pub.
If she'd had a GPS it probably would have told
her she would have made it. I think she flew
further than me but I didn't measure it too much.
Several members managed some great flying at Corryong with Wayne Potocky-Pacay in
early March. Everyone got away from Elliot
and several made their way beyond Jingellic
towards Holbrook. Dave "The Legend" Harris

managing this on both days.
This weekend a Melboume pilot had a
lucky escape on Buffalo, popping the nose on
takeoff, tuming back into the rocks and coming
to rest on a ledge somewhere below takeoff. He
was rescued by helicopter, with a broken arm
and other bits and pieces. You just can't afford
to get those takeoffs wrong .
A very sad occurrence recently was the
death of a member new to the area from Melboume. Stephen Peters was struck by lightning
on 28/ 1/95 while sitting under a tree on his
property in Yackandandah. Our deepest sympathy goes to his wife Judy.
Till next month ...
Safe Circles
Dermot

*
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DANDENON~a~e~~!!~~it~!NG GLIDING
Now operating from Tooradin Airport
(15 minutes from Dandenong)
./

Close to Melbourne - training available 7 days a week

./

Full range of trikes available

./

Seven instructors including Examiners, CFls, senior and pilot

./

instructors to arrange your training
Trial instructional flights, training. training manuals, videos and

./

info packs available
Agents for all microlight trikes and equipment

For bookings:
John Oliver
015303484
035870279

I
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John Goodrich
018336346
035875975

\
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LOST
TakenIBorrowed? Mars 150J hang glider from under Steve Ruffels' house. Mauve LE fluoro yellow MS
mauve US please retum or ring 057 551724 AH or 108
570168 BH if you know ~s location.

WANTED
(

To buy: Foil Combat 2 152 needs to be in gd cond
contact Keith Lush 09 3679066 BH

PARAGLIDERS
Please note: In future aU paragliders
offered for sale must state tlleir certification
stwrdard, otlrenvise tlley wiU be IilbeUed witll
'NO CERTIFICATION INFORMATION
SUPPLIED (NCIS) .

Queensland
Paraglider - Wills Wing with hamess& speed system
(nov-int) v safe su~ pilot 80-100 kg ACPUL all 'A's $2000
ana also
Apco Mayday reserve professionally modified
(pulled down apex) to 4 riser system, steerable as new
cond all up weight 105 kg $480 ph 075 965679
Phocus 29 4 mths old ex cond has proven to be the
highest performing int paraglider made today weight
range 90-115 kg all up certification DHV2 ACPUL 12A
$3495 ana ph Gerry 070 341451
Compact 33 27.8 sqm 75-95 kg DHV-2 Gotesiegel ~nt
glider) the Swiss Gle~schirm Magazine says ~ is "a very
forgiving wing , safe, good for XC , easy in ground handling" this glider is 7 mth old & in top cond sell for $3100
ph Jorg 075 752096 fax 075 785402 mob 018 764085
Top Secura (Apco) harness including Mayday reserve PP 18 (new $760) airbag (new hamess-airbag &
reserve $1750) 5 mth old top cond sellfor$1000 ph Jorg
075752096 fax 075 785402 mob 018 764085
Edel Space 27 sq m $2,000 w~h hamess ph 07
3661227 , 018805522 (NCIS)

New South Wales
Nova Phoenix 28 26 hrs 80-100 kg + Edel harness
German reserve + full face helmet Brauniger
Basis vario + Icom GX40 UHF w~h helmet headset
$5300 ono ph 049 408401 (NCIS)

w~h

Apache 26 sqm 70-110 kg pilot weight range (nov-int)
w~h speed system v low hrs also Sky Systems back
plate harness & brand new Flightcomp vario/alt all
in ex cond must sell due to 1st home commitments can
arrange delivery anywhere $2200 offers considered ph
047218742 (NCIS)
Nova Philou 26 sqm all up weight 75-100 kg
wMe/pink 4 hrs airtime as new perf nov/int glider safest
certification DHV1 $3700 also
Nova Phocus 26 sqm all up weight 75-100 kg
green/blue 15 hrs excellent cond perfect for intermed
pilots wanting top performance for camps & Xcountries
$3800 (12A) also
Nova Phocus 29 sqm all up weight 95-120 kg aqua
blue/purple 50 hrs excellent cond performance like a
comp wing 4th Vic Open , 140 kms Hay Flatties, 6th
Ozzy Manilla Nationals. Safety better than any high
performance wing (DHV2, 12A) $3400 also
Nova Sphinx 26 sqmall up weight 75-95 kg white with
aqua blue cell walls 110 hrs still in great nick. Poros~y
& line check better than some brand new gliders unbelievable handling & speed a safe high performance
glider, Possum's machine $2300 (1 OA, 2C) ph Rob 042
674499 H, 015 926581 W
Meteor Gold 26 sq.m, pilot weight 58 to 72 kg , immaculate mylar w~h hamess & spare new set of lines
$2500. Acpul certified . Can include a pulled apex reserve ph Ian Ladyman 049 498946
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Pro Design "Contest" 29 sq .m, total weight 90 to 110
kg's, excellent new condition , $4600 ana SHV certified .
Can include Apco harness and a pulled apex reserve
ph Ian Ladyman 049 498946

Victoria
Falhawk Neo 24 sqm approx. 15 hrs airtime ideal for
nov includes harness $1000 (for quick sale, price negotiable) ph Fiona 03 5292432 (NCIS)
Paraglider Swing Zenith (int) DHV2 23 sqm pilot
weight 55-75 kg 25 hrs airtime ex cond responsive
canopy with light brake pressure , glide ratio -5.9 $700
ph Heinz 03 5791839
Paraglider Swing Prisma (adv) DHV3 26 sqm pilot
weight 55-80 kg 100 hr airtime still in ex cond stable
wing w~h light brake pressure & gd handling $1000 ph
Heinz 03 5791839
Paradise 3 harness w~h back plate & one side pocket
$300 ph Heinz 03 5791839
Air Bulle Paragliding harness modular with back
plate vgc new price $1200 bargain at $500 ph 058
215957 AH
Powered Para plane single seater American design
twin engine $4200 ana will take paraglider part payment
to suit 70 kg pilot 03 4381230, 015 559238
Para Pacific Monarch 24 sqm pilot weight 60-85 kg,
vgc with less than 3 hrs airtime includes speed bar
system harness & carry bag speed range 25 to 40 kms
must sell $1000 call Graeme 03 4124159 BH, 03
3763476 AH (NCIS)
Classic 27 for a nov-int pilot of 70-100 kg v stable &
forgiving canopy all 'A's SHV 27 sq m w~h hamess as
new in ex cond still crisp 15 hrs total airtime It green
$1100 ana ring Tom 03 3163174 BH , 4598223 AH
Edel Aerotic 24 for a nov-int
pilot of 65-90 kgs very stable
24 sq m no hamess in gd cond
$600 ana ring Tom 03
3163174 BH, 4598223 AH
(NCIS)
Paratech P40 23 sqm including Paratech hamess with
reserve pouch 18 hrs $2700
ana also
16 gore pull down apex reserve $200 ph David 03
8509971 AH , 6913637 BH
(NCIS)

ACT
Edel Superspace 27 (total
flying weight 85-110 kg, pilot
weight 70-95 kg) vgc less than
30 hrs airtime 15 mths old
Very solid high performance
intermediate wing ACPUL all
'A's $3100 ph Mark Elston 06
2655371 War 06 2488441 H
Edel Rainbow XXL 50 hrs
airtime ex cond new lines A
top wing for a big pilot responsible for numerous mega
flights & personal bests also
Aircotec Alibi II vario great
varia has never missed a beat
$450 ph Neil 06 2926310 or
018 6332f9 (NCIS)

Western
Australia
Technic Air Kalypso 2 yo
high perf glider 60-85 kg naked pilot weight pink blue &
wh~e canopy in ex cond low
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air time Acpuls 10 'A's, 2 'B's. 4 riser system Apco
Secura harness & back plate. Brand new Apco Mayday
18 reserve. Speed bar helmet varia & anemometer
$3800 also
Gypaille Alba 3 yo intermediate glider in as new cond,
v low air time. Purple & yellow canopy. 60-80 kg naked
pilot weight. 2 riser system . Flight Design supine harness. Brand new Apco Mayday 18 reserve & helmet.
$2500 Both gliders with backpacks. Ph Perth 09
2741425 or fax 092713885. These gliders are wasting
away inWA.
Airwave Black Magic blue & yellow 4 yo gd cond low
hrs great 1st glider with harness & helmet weight range
55-85 kg $2000 ph 099 631073 (NCIS)

HANG GLIDERS
Please note: AU powered hang gliders
(trikes) offeredfor sale must state their registration number, otllenvise tlley CaJlnot be acceptedfor publication.

New South Wales
Mars 170 (nov) re~ond~ioned by factory rainbow sale
+ new frame gc incl training harness $950 ana ph David
065843460
Combat 11152 ~nt) purple LE purple & pink US sleeves
& extra battens vgc $2200 ana ph 060 562885
Blitz 155 (int) orange & blue US low hrs vgc $1800 ph
David 066 843677 W, 843502 AH
Edge 582 T2-2561 immac cond 90 hrs E-type box elec
startjustrrtted ($1400) white pod &spatsASI , AL T, HRS
& CHT, Aerial Pursu~s intercom, Ivoprop. All for just
$15 ,500 ana must sell ph 015 25769
Vario Lindsay Ruddock digital aHimeter, separate
digital display for averager, total energy compensated
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$300 ono also
Moyes XS 155 grey surfcote LE fluoro green & pink
US king post hang flies well v tight sale priced for quick
sale $1000 ph Greg 066 280356 AH
Pegasus XL trike 462 water cooled high powered tug
HGFA reg. T2-2592 full spec instruments blue & white
wheel spats, always hangared ex cond 112 hrs TT
never been in accident incl Aerial Pursuits helmet &
intercom, king post mounted aerial $16 ,500 ph Ted 063
451809
Foil 155 (int) custom racer beefed up ex-team glider
gc cheap must sell to best genuine offer ph Keith 02
7987991
Pegasus Q trike '89 model T2-2583 300 hrs 462 water
cooled full instrumentation & compass fully serviced log
book available $11000 ono also helmets & headsets
also avail ph Cowra 018 570686
Mars 170 (nov) ex cond new top & US wires 2 spare
uprights $1000 ph Darren 02 6441595
XT 165 .(nov) urgent sale ex cond 10 hrs $2300 ono ph
025672436
Tandem Light Dream 220 4 yrs old new wires in gd
cond incl 2nd harness $2000 ph Brett 043 631278
Aero 170 (nov) ex cond blue $12ooono ph 015108327
Combat 152 (int).grey LE lime US new side wires great
performance with great handling price $1000 ph Paul
025211033 H, 7591177 W
Mission 170 (nov) gc redlyellow wheels bar mitts
speed bar $1200 ono also
Moyes pod harness used once black custom made
suit 5'11 "-6'3"lge build was $600 sell $450 ph Tim 057
791100,015689774
Xtralite 147 (exp int) 20 hrs new $4400 +
helmet full face with headset 'Lambie' $290 +
Vario Flytech 3005 & bracket $500 +
bridle & release Moyes system $80 +
Tracer harness & chute 6'4" $750 +
Icom radio in box 2 batteries $500 +
UHF hand held & headset $150 +
UHF Uniden car radio $290 Map holder wheels
upright profile with glider ph 069 212602
XS (exp int) custom sail h blue scrim LE fluoro orange
TS white power rib fluoro pinklfluoro yellow US Ige blue
deha stars 4 large, 5 small leach string v tight sail ex-trim
40 hrs ex cond sail & wires $2250 will freight also
Xtreme harness electric blue/purple side motif suit
5'6" person 4 hrs only genuine reason for sale $800 will
freight both $2750 ph 043 329187

Mission 170 (nov) ex cond low hrs $1450 ono ph Tim
023861306
Foil 152 Combat (int) fluoro orange LE
green/bluelwhite US comp sleeved new side wires fitted
spare upright & base bar $1100 ono ph 049 682994
GTR 175 ~nt) mint cond suit pilot 75 kg & heavier will
supply aero-towing lessons to endorsement stage for
buyer ph Bill Moyes 02 3875114
Skylink Hornet 532 T2-2537 80 hrs only ex cond full
instruments complete maintenance log , flight log &
spares. Ivoprop carby heat & ballistic emerg. chute only
side by side trike design in Australia . reliable, excellent
& safe handling +6 -4G 50 kt+ cruise VNE 103 mph only
one owner from new hangared at Wollongong airport
includes custom trailer with full cover VHF Icom MKII
radio plus 2 helmets with intercom suit new buyer
$18900 these are the best trikes available & this is the
best one Richard, Sydney AH 9722853, BH 9137190
AirBorne Blade 132 (exp int) yellow green US kevlar
LE 30 hrs $4300 ph Max 049 522667 or 049524856
Tandem Glider Vision 2 maintenance logs blue LE
yellow US $2100 ph Peter 015257699
Aero 145 Race (int) brand new unclaimed order test
flown only all options incl speed bar fa ired king post
trilam LE colours turquoise LE red & h green US save
heaps on retail price urgent sale $2700 ph 042 943701
or 015 247394

Moyes XT 165 ~nt) ex cond + Air Support harness
suit 6' + Icom 40G hand held UHF the lot $3200 ph 018
469716 or 029722310
Vision 170 (nov) pink LE white MS grey US 10 hrs
airtime ex cond incl pod harness suit 175 cm &
helmet$1400 ph AH 02 8872163, WRick 02 4181522
Xtralite 137 (exp int) green & grey $3200 ono gd cond
ph 042 942212
Edge 582 T2-2544 gc red pod red white & blue wing
full instruments $12 ,700 ono ph 018 665654
Foil 160B (int) gd cond dk blue surfcote LE gold US
new uprights & spare tubes. Stored inside last 6 yrs
$800 ono also
Ball 651 vario gd cond $500 ph Mark 02 5595803 AH
Magic IV 166 half race (int) beautiful glider still in
excellent condition a joy to fly & a breeze to land $1000
also
Blackhawk Bodybag rear entry harness white &
green suit pilot around 6' incl parachute & helmet $400
selling up to finance sailplane lessons ph Steve 02
8050980
Moyes GTR 162 ~nt) $850 and Mars 170 new wires
& harness $700 both in gd cond ph 015 954933
Aero 170 (nov) It blue & fluoro yellow v gd cond $1850
also
Xact harness suit pilot 5'8"-5'11 " ex cond $500 also

Blitz 146 (exp int) comp glider well maintained kevlar
LE & TE new flying wires profile $1900 ph Paul 043
341919
Foil 139 Combat ~nt) dk blue & flucro pink US white
TS vgc $2500 also
UHF radio & headset $400 also
UHF radio & High gain antenna $300 also
Sjostrom vario/alt $400 also
Moyes pod harness & chute suit 5'8" blue $300 also
Oz Skin suit 5'8" blue & fluoro pink $100 also
Hall ASI $20 also
Safety wheels $30 also
Hand fairings $20 or the lot for only $3500 contact
Masa on 02 9313468 BH, 02 5672944 AH
XT 165 ~nt) 15 hrs ex cond fluoro orange & green US
white scrim LE hang loops & spare upright batten profile
& manuals $2700 also
Ace pod harness gd cond suit 6'1" $300 ph 018
588221

Cheap Edge T2-2559 $9999.00 reluctant but forced
sale first to see will buy this is not a misprint Contact
Peter Wison in Tumut 069 474363
GTR 162 VG ~nt) pink LE yellow insert white MS
Moyes Pod harness blue yellow stripes suit 5-6' pilot
Parachutes Australia hang glider recovery parachute, Icom IC-40G UHF with headset best offer ph
065821966
GTR 162 VG ~nt) blue pink white as new 22 hrs total
airtime $1200 ph 066 251541 or 015020276
Moyes XS II (exp int) ex cond LE & TS lilac/orange US
$2oooono &
Sjostrom VA-EX vario six (6) mths old as new $450
ono ph 02 3635555
Airwave Magic IV 166 (int) $350 +
Foil 170B Qnt) low hrs $1000 +
Stanwell Soaring Centre Pod ·harness blue suit
5'8"-6' $200 +
Cocoon harness $150 +
PA chute $275 ph 02 9755774, 018 963850
Foil 137 Combat ~nt) dk blue & fluoro pink US white
TS vgc $2300 also
UHF radio & headset $350 also
UHF radio & high-gain antenna $300 also
SjOstrom variola It $350 also
Moyes pod harness & chute suit 5'8" blue $200 also
Oz skin suit 5'8" blue & fluoro pink $100 ph Masa 02
9313468 BH, 5672944 AH
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Trike Skylink side by side 130 hrs ex cond always
hangared Ivoprop comes with freezer type flying suit
Communica headset & helmets never landed hard
$13000 rego no. T2-2568 ph Adrian 063 843306
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Emergency parachute $290 also
Sjostrom vario altimeter as brand new $480 ph Ali
027431505

Foil 160B Kevlar Racer (int) red LE red & grey US
this glider is in ex cond & v nice to ny must sell $1700
ono incl pod harness suit 6'1" ph 077 851783

Blitz 137 (exp int) gd cond kevlar LE & TE approx 80
hrs one of the last made sale due to buying new glider
$2200 or best offer also
Moyes pod harness suit 5'8"~' blue in gd cond $300
ono ph 049430158 ask for Peter

Book 'Hang Gliding for Beginner Pilots' by Peter
Cheney vgc also
Prone harness Racer vgc sutt 180-190 cm also
Aero 170 0nt) gc wtth speed bar & wheels also
Helmet white Ige vgc ph 07 2550463

Aero 170 Race (int) pink power rib LE & TE purple &
grey US in gc speed bar ex glider for novice $1200 ono
ph Dave 02 9595671
Blitz 146 (exp int) kevlar mylar LE grey TE red US low
hrs ex cond $2000 Cowra 063 421097
Moyes Mission 155 (int) suit pilot weight 55-70 kg gd
solid glider flys well also
Brauniger Basis altlvario as new $400 ph Ted 065
585503AH
Aero 170 (nov) It blue LE grey yellow US low hrs gd
cond excellent for beginner pilots also Moyes pod
harness black suit up to 6'4" must sell $1700 ono ph
Danny W 049 673666

South Australia
Xtralite 137 (exp int) blue LE pink US purple front
section TS white power rib MS new side wires treated
wtth care flies beautifully 1 yr old $3000 ph Birgtt 08
2728686 H, 2230230 ex 6059 W

Queensland
Tandem Glider Lite Dream 220 new sail new rigging
whtte with purple/black LE vgc $3400 ph 074 914707
XS 155 (exp int) 3 yo gc king post hang gd colours
bargain priced $1200 ph 070 519392, 018 187659
Xtralite 137 (exp int) $3400 ph 075 326937 , 018
765491
XS 111142 (exp int) dk blue & orange US power rib sail
gc $2300 white LE also
Desire 151 0nt) nuoro yellow & pink US whtte LE vgc
$2300 ph 075 338167

Victoria
Blade 153 (exp int) ex cond built Dec '94 kevlar LE &
TE whtte & lilac besl performance & handling combination on the market $3700 ph Geoff 03 8723493
Xtralite 147 (exp int) red US white LE 15 hrs airtime
as new $3800 also
Moyes Xtreme harness red & white as new suit
approx 176 cm $700 also
Sjostrom vario $200 also
PA chute $200 ph Danny 057 751365
Pegasus Quantum 582 T2-2719 low noise ex cond
100 hrs ECT, water temp , VSI, ASI , tacho , hour meter,
aK $23000 ph 03 8022682 , 8776047
Sting 118 0nt) pink mylar LE whtte MS dk & K blue US
suit new buyer. Ideal for lady or small pilot $2300 ono .
Will freight anywhere in Aust +
XT 165 (int) nuoro pink scrim LE whtte MS dk blue & It
blue US speed bar ex cond $2500 ono +
Mission 170 (nov) black LE small pink triangle black
main pink US pod hamess glider & pod are as new cond
(5 hrs airtime) $2000 +
Mission 170 (nov) ed Le white MS yellow US $1100

ana +
Foil 139 Combat (int) whtte LE & MS pink & yellow
US ex cond $1500 ono +
Aero 150 (nov) mint LE white MS nuoro yellow & nuoro
pink US ex cond $1700 ono +
Dream 220 red LE blue & white MS spare upright
$1800 ono . All the above glider enquiries 057 551724
AH , 018 570168 BH

$2500 ono will freight anywhere in Aust also
XT 145 demo (int) new cond nuoro yellow LE white
MS nuoro yellow & mauve US $2500 also
Mission 170 (nov) red LE whtte MS yellow US $1500
ono also
Aero 150 (int) mint LE whtte MS nuoro yellow & nuoro
pink US ex cond $1800 ono also
Xtralite 147 demo (exp int) 6 mths old nuoro pink Le
whtte MS dk blue & mid blue US $3000 ono also
Mars 170 (nov) & Gyro 160 (nov) giving away for $500
ea all above glider enquiries 057 551724 AH , 018
570168 BH
Trike Skylink Hornet side by side 2 seater Reg . No.
T2-2598, 532 Rotax 64 hp 120 hrs TT full instruments
ZA wing well maintained & hangared at Benalla price
$15,000 ono ph Martin 03 8427098

ACT
Gyro 145 (nov) trainer low hrs ex cond wh~e It blue
pink sale due to financial commitments $1500 ph 06
2496822 W , 06 2429992 H
Trike Homet Sky link T2-2557 532 Rotax 140 hrs Ivoprop pod cover also tailor made wing cover hangared
$14,000 06 2261441 , 018627408
GTR 162 0nt) $150 also
Magic III 166 $500 ph Garth 06 2880842 AH
XT 165 0nt) under 25 hrs use scrim LE speed bar
wheels batten profile & spare downtube $2500 +
Moyes Tracer harness wtth parachute sutt 5'9", 7075 kg pilot $500 +
Sjostrom vario 1 yr old $400 +
Icom 40G as new 1yr old + headset $480 ph Dean 06
2552573,2542161
Blitz 155 (exp int) ex cond 10 hrs nying time purple LE
nuoro orange M & US 2 spare uprights & speed bar for
quick sale $2000 06 2944546 AH, 2804322 BH

Western Australia

XL 145 (nov) blue LE lilac & white US as new cond
$2200 ono ph Jeanette 057 544910

Sting 118 0nt) less than 10 hrs as new must sell going
overseas $2500 incl freight anywhere in Aust 09
3676270

Moyes XT 165 0nt) gd cond 60 hrs white MS red LE
blue & green US manual batten profile & spares sale
due to glider upgrade $2200 ph David Nash 079538200
BH or 532571

Trike Skylink Hornet side by side 2 seater reg no
T2-2598 , 522 Rotax , 64 hp 120 hrs TT full instruments
ZA wing well maintained & hangared at Benalla price
$15000 ono ph Martin Souch 03 8427098

Moyes World Beater 151 (int) blue LE pink US
Moyes winter cocoon hamess vario/all all vgc $1 000 1st
to enquire will buy ph Christian 089 716753 W

'J."

XS Easy 155 (int) blue LE whtte TE orange US faired
king post & down tubes c/w poly wheels speed bar
batten profile & manual gc $1000 +
Moyes pod harness black suit 5'6"-5'10" modified for
towing by "Para Dynamics, Vic" $250 +
Hall Airspeed indicator (new) plus base bar attachments $40 +
Parachutes Australia hang glider reserve 20gore
5 yrs old never deployed ex cond $330 or the lot for
$1400 ph Peter 03 2521533 BH or 054282784

Moyes 162 World Beater (int-adv) pink & blue
whtte MS parallel plus cloth in vgc best reasonable off",
buys ! ph Jules Makk 07 8088783 or 0411 101010
Mars 170 (nov) blue LE rainbow US $590 !JC +
Sting 166 0nt) aqua LE yellow & grey US gold frame
low hrs ex cond $1950 +
Moyes pod Ige red with High Energy reserve
chute both as new $750 +
Moyes pod med blue gd cond $350 +
Pod harness red Ige Black Hawk made in NZ as new
$250 ph Ron 079 552913
Magic IV 166 (int) vg airfoil tubing red LE blue/yellow
US recently detailed gd cond $400 ph Ron 07 8820004
Blade 141 (exp int) current model gd cond red & silver
US priced to sell $2650 ono also
Rage 154 (int) this is a new sports glider which all
recreational pilots should be flying . Great performance
wtth no worries take offs & landings & fanta stic handling .
This is a new glider $3990 also
Sting XC int 1 hr old new cond the best int glider made
$3400 ph 070 341451
Blitz 155 exp-int top cond low hrs purple/orange US
$1600 ph 07 2875518
Moyes XT 145 int purple LE nuoro orange green &
yellow USITS (brightest glider in the sky) spare upright
tow release water proof travelling bag batten profile
manual $2200 ph Bruce 07 2000882 anytime
Moyes Mission (nov) gd cond nice colo urs yellow/white US red LE flies well + Pod gc sutt 5'8" &
helmet $1700 ph 074 428433
Flytec vario/alt 3005 as new $525 also pod h .. rness suit 6'-6'2" as new $240 ph Greg 07 2021043
XS 11142 (exp int) 2 yo purple & turquoise US white LE
performs v well any offers considered ph 075 963701
Double Vision 215 1 yo blue LE nuoro yellow US ex
cond $3500 ph Ken 075 435631

April 1995

Moyes XT 165 (int) ex cond nown no more than 20 hrs
nuoro orange & green inc! wheels speed bar Air Support
hamess helmet gloves Sjostrom vario reserve parachute (unpacked) spares (upright & nuts & boKs) books
(HG Flying Skills, Understanding the Sky , Performance
Flying & HGF pilot hand book) lcom IC-40 UHF radio .
Everything needed to get
into the air today . $3000
the lot ph Alan 03
8075445
Moyes XT Pro 165 (int)
whtte scrim LE green &
,nauve US gc $2650 ph
03 4895946 AH , 03
6269338 BH
Moyes XT 165 (int) blue
scri m Le whtte MS nuoro
yellow/orange US speed
bar ex cond with genuine
35 hrs airtime $2500 ph
David 057 56L216
Xtralite 137 (exp int)
blue LE lilac whtte US gd
co nd $3300 ono 057
572910
Sting 118 0nl) pink mylar
LE whtte MS dk & It blue
US sutt new buyer ideal
for lady or small pilot

Mars 170 (nov) yellow with green LE vgc $800 ono also
Stanwell Soaring Centre pod & 20' parachute repacked recently both in ex cond $500 also
GTR 148 (int) ok cond rebuilt to factory drawings $600
ph 09 3285754 H, 4540310 W
GTR 162 vgc blue LE yellow US no nutters $450 ono
ph Tony 09 3854002
Xtralite 137 (exp int) new only nown 25 hrs incredible
performance nuoro colours looks great $3900 also
Sjostrom vario new never used $450 ph 09 4579140,
018920589
Aero 170 (nov) speed bar spare uprights new side
wires black LE red grey wMe US ex cond $1400 Keith
Lush 09 3679066 BH

FOR .fALE

*

DE/IRE 151

Absolutely perfect condition,
3 months old, 25 hours airtime
All Race Options

$3,200
Will pay freig ht
CONTACT 070 519392
018187659
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OStre amli ned shape
o Clean line - no wrinkles
o side panel design
oFront or side monted
parachute container

oyes introduces the
state-of-the-art

harness - the XTREME
designed and tested to
give you many hours of
comfortable airtime and
years of durable use, its
construction is simple yet strong, with a stainless steel rod
with a delrin slider which conforms to the shape of a
hardened

aluminium

backplate.

The

single

main

suspension strap is attached to the slider allowing it to slide
forward and back, the pilot can easily rotate from a prone

oCu stom
fit
oThr ee large internal
storage pockets and a
Camelbak pocket, external side storage pocket
o Adjustable soft shoulder
pads
oCamera & radio pocket
o Leather reinforced boot
skid, steel carabin ~ r
oNe w stubai buckles:
small, light & solid
oRese rve parachute
bridle cover

position to an upright position for takeoffs and landings.
Constructed with full continuous webbing reinforcement
throughout the harness. Be the first to experience the new

XTREME harness by Moyes.
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Moyes Delta Gliders, 173 Bronte Road, Waverley 2024 NSW, Australia, Tel: (02) 387 5622, Fax: (02) 387 4472

